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WDIA Loop Ends Season YMCA Junior Champs

CHAMPS OR RUNNERS-UP
In the senior loop o the WDIA
baseball league are these
boys from Klondvke who were
scheduled to play the final

game of a three • match series with the YMCA team Mon•
day evening. If Manager H. M.
Carnes YMCA boys won they
hold the title in both divisions.
Seen here, first row, left to

right are: Fred Green, pitcher; Vance Thompson, first
baseman; Edward Johnson,
left fielder; Chester Visor, centerfielder, and Jemes Tucker, second base. Second row,

same order are: Johnny Green,
catcher; Manager Samuel Harris. Eugene McClarin, third
base, and Leroy Matson, shortstop.

JUNIOR ('II .MN in the W.
D. I. A. league are these V.
M. ('. A. youngsters managed
by H. M Carnes. seated, rear
right. On the first row, left to

right are Dwayne Taylor,
Samuel Jones and Lawrence
Taslor. all pitchers, and Fea•
Essie Reed and Louis Wood,
catchers. Same order next row

player In the junior All-Star
game. Williams played all five
Innings for the winning South
squad and collected three hits
in four times up. Upper right,
North senior team managers
Samuel L. Harris, left, and
Anderson Jackson, right, get

together with pitchers Richard
Bradshaw, second from left,
'who garnered outstanding play
er honors though his South
team lost, and Henry Robinson, holding ball, who gained the win for the North in
the senior game. Bradshaw, of

Dixie Heights, struck out six
and gave up but one hit In
his three Innings. Robinson
plays with Eastside. Lower
left, Coach H. M. Carnes, center, of the YMCA teams and
manager for the South teams,
with Maurice Hurt, left, of

are: Calvin Sherrod, t hir d
base; Kenneth Ila.es, left
field; William Jackson, right
field: Leo Thomas, right fielder; Marvin Evans, first base;

Jenell Re,-ti. catcher, pitcher
and first baseman: Cuba John•
snn, secend baseman, a n d
Charles Terry, outfielder and
infielder.

Scribe Reports On
• Grid Situation At
Catholic, Hamilton

•

•

•

•

By ALEXANDER DELOACH JR. the T-formation.
In the backfield for the WildHello, you sports fans. Back
year's team will
again to give you the happenings cats from last
Royce and
Calvin
Quarterback
be
do
what
in the sports line. Well,
in the fullback slot.
you know, the football season is Charlie Walker
will be Lester
just,around the corner, and to get Upon the line
Howard Griffin,
and
end,
at
Lee,
in on things I took a visit around
to St. Augustine and Hamilton at center.
Well fans, I will be back next
High schools,
to give you more news about
week
The Thunderbolts closed last
the teams are doing on the
what
the
with
second
for
season tied
field.
Wildcats.
The Thunderbolts started workouts with nine lettermen from last
year missing. These nine are Ed•
die White, quarterback, going to
Dillard university; Ra ym ond
Webb ,halfback, Xavier; Leroy
Holmes, guard, Xavier; Charlie
Bryant, a guard, Mississippi Industrial; Tommy Mitchell, fullback; ICNOVILLE, Tenn. — Seven ,
Carl Jones, end, Detroit univer- Tennessee footballers, the largest
sity; Hosea Clement, center; Rob- group from one state, will be
ert Foster, guard to Xavier uni- among the 24 candidates to tryversity; Euless McKissack, end. out for the Knoxville college BullCoach W. M. Porter and his as. dogs when they begin practicing
sistant Lester Snells say the Thun- 'on Saturday, Sept. 1 for their first
derbolts will be out to give every- "Big Three" games at home.
thing this season as always.
They are George Tanner a n d
Sam Murphy and Charles How- James Cleaves of Memphis; Walell will be up in the line to .boost lace Grosson, Chattanooga; Rayits strength. They are captains of mond Melton, Sweetwater; Lenard
this year's team and are seeing Scott, Milan; Lee William White,
Alcoa, and Edward Brown, Jackaction for the last year.
Carrying backfield duties in the son.
split-T formation which St. Augus. Head Football Coach R obert
tine will use will be W. E. Gar- (Bob) Mungen and Athletic DirecBullrett, Johnnie Jones and George tor Julian Bell believe the
in
chances
the
the
all
have
dogs
a
have
s
Thunderbolt
Burnett. The
that 4-5 record of
10-game schedule including a con- world to top
year. The newcomers that
test with Douglass, a team they last
the team will have 33 oldmake
sea.
two
haven't played in the last
timers who will offer leadership.
sons,
Laat year End James Little of
On Thanksgiving Day they play
Emory Gap, Tackle Boston Pryor
Howard High.
of Knoxville, Halfbacks Joe Dean
Their first city game is against of Alcoa and Franklin Thompson
High
Booker T. Washington
of Knoxville and George Vallantine
school Sept. 18.
of Bristol distinguished themselves
Now over to Hamilton.
with outstanding performance in
AT HAMILTON
the Garnet and Blue. These TenHamilton lost 13 lettermen from nessee grid-men will be in there
the roster.
fighting again this year.
They were Thomas Kilpatrick, OTHERS RETURNING
All-Memphis halfback, off to Sou- Other outstanding Bulldogs to rethern Illinois university; Rudolph turn include End Carl PettwaY,
Reed, right end, Florida A&M uni- Camden, Ala.; Tackles Calvin
WDIA LEAGUE ALL • STAR
versity; Willie Williams, All-Mem- Jones, Selma, Ala.; Ralph Ross,
HEROES — Upper left, Jerry
Miami,
Fla.; Guards John Peterphis quarterback, Tennessee State
Williams, St. Augustine secend,
left
UlysPayton,
Centers
Fla.;
B.
Bartow,
son,
university; J.
ond baseman, is congratulatSouth Carolina State; F lo yd ese Rhea, Cincinnati, Ohio; Joseph
ed by A. C. (Moohah) WilBanks, All-Memphis center, Xav- Young, Miami, Fla., and Fullback
liams, left, and Perry Allen,
C.
N.
Asheville,
Bennett,
Danner
Reginald
ier university; Simmon
St. Augustine manager, upon
halfback, Tennessee State univer- Also returning this year a r e
being chosen most outstanding
t,
or
wp
e
N
Bragg,
Ernest
-Memphis
Ends
All
Mitchell,
sity• Lester
Bluefield,
Brown,
Walter
Tenn.;
tackle, Tennessee State university;
Richard Jackson, KnoxCharles Bolden, All-Memphis full- W. Va.;
H. Ridgeway, MillBooker
vile;
e;
g
colle
back, Morris Brown
er's Ferry, Ala.; Tackles Joshua
Tuskegee
tackle,
Gaitor,
Frank
Allen, Knoxville; George A r mInstitute, James Webb, guard, to
Drewary, Ala.; Theodore
strong,
N'ann
South Carolina State; James
Bridges, Decatur, Ala.; Fred Dehalfbacks.
Woods,
James
and
laney, Bristol, Tenn.; George PetCoach Earl (Porky) Wynn and tagrew Boligee, Ala.; Guards Roy
his assistant Jesse Joseph said the Brown, Homestead, Fla.; Charles
Wildcats would again run from Ingram, Paris, Ky.; Center Wil- HAMPTON, Va. — Coach Harry
, ton Nicholson, Knoxville; H a If- Jefferson expects some 38 athletes
backs Bernard Dixon, Newport, to turn out for the first practice
Tenn.; Reuben Norris, Evansville, session of the 1956 Hampton instiInd.; John Shannon, Opa-Locka, tute football Pirates on Saturday,
Fla.; William Smith, Savannah, Sept. 1. Included among these athMichigan State's football Spar- Ga.; Quarterbacks David Boyd, letes will be 18 veterans, seven of
tans will carry a record of eight Abingdon, Va.; James Willis, Ni- them being lettermen.
straight wins over Pacific Coast chols, Fla.; Fullback Bernard Dix- Returning veteran backs are:
Conference opponents when they on, Newport.
Herbert Bailey, William Gray and
Alfred Smith, fullbacks; Alphonso
open the 1956 season Sept 29 at THE SCHEDULE
Stanford.
The Bulldogs are scheduled to Charles and Walter McKoy, quarThe last coast conference team meet Bishop on Sept. 22; Ken- terbacks; Alfred Jackson and Ranto beat the Spartans was Oregon tucky State on Set. 29 (at night), dolph Walker, halfbacks. Veteran
State, which won in 1949. Since and Benedict on Oct. 6, all at linemen back in 1956 include
then, Michigan State has defeat- Knoxville; Tuskegee on Oct. 13, at George Brown, captain and a leaded Oregon State four times, UCLA Tuskegee; Miles, Oct. 20, at Bir- ing candidate for all CIAA hontwice (both times in the R ose mingham, Ala.; Allen, Oct. 29, at ors; James Price, Donald WilBowl), Washington State once and Columbia, S. C.; Morehouse Nov. liams and Sanford Wilson at the
3, KC's Homecoming; Fort Valley, guard positions; Roy Harris and
Stanford once.
The overall record against the Nov. 10, at Ft. Valley, Ga.; Ala- Ciemmie Strayhorn at center; WilPCC is nine wins, three defeats bama A di M Nov. 17, at Knox- liam Patrick, Charles Tarlton, Oliver Wainwright, Kermit Work and
ville.
and one tie.

2 Memphians
In Knoxville
Grid Tryouts

Pirate Outlook
Not Too Bright

Michigan State
Eight Up On P.C.C.

•

•

Twin Bill
To Decide
City Title

Clyde Clack at tackle. Some 20
freshmen are expected to bolster
A crack at the first semi -pro
this nucleus of returnees from the
1955 squad.
rogue state title will be at stake
Lost from the 1955 team are Dick Sunday afternoon when the MemClary, Fletcher Battle, Robert
Crawford, John Harris, J es s ie phis Greys meet Hunter Fan In a
Whitehead, Alvin Puryear, Ken- doubleheader at Martin stadium
neth Norris and William Dudley which will decide the city cham— all first string performers.
pionship.
Coach Jefferson has said. "The
League Comm. J. D. Williams
outlook is not too bright due to
Monday that the winannounced
our large loss of lettermen and a
rugged schedule. Success will de- ner of the three-game series endpend on the quality of the fresh- ing with Sunday's twin-bill would
men. We are certain to miss Clary, Crawford, Battle and Compa- play Nashville's emipro c it y
champs in a four-out-of-seven se
ny."
ries for the state crown.
this
Coach
Jefferson
Assisting
Games will be 2played in Memyear will be Buck Neilson, line
coach; Ben Whaley, end coach: phis and Nashville.
Sunday's games start at 2 p.m.
and Jimmy Griffin, backfield
; Casey Jones is manager of the
coach.

Orange Mound, who had the
night's only home run, and
Sam Jones, of the YMCA. junior game winning pitcher
Lower right, WDIA League's
two commissioners, J. D. Williams, left, and Frank Arm•
strong, right, receive congrat-

ulations on their season's work
from Bert Ferguson, general
manager of WDIA. The nearly 4,000 spectators viewing the
game was one of Lincoln
Park's largest drawings for an
athletic event. (Newson Photos)

South Juniors, North Seniors Witt
Annual WDIA Loop All-Star Games
at the start of the fourth inning.
Four thousand cheering fans I two men on base.
saw the WDIA Baseball League Jerry Williams, the South Mem- I got credit for the win and James
All-Star games end with a win 'phis All-Star second baseman, was Smith got tagged for the loss.
apiece for South and North last voted the Junior League's o 11 t- The outstanding player honor in
standing player. He played dur- the WDIA Senior League game
week at Lincoln Park.
ing the regular WDIA League sea- went to Richard Bradshaw even
J
The South Memphis
unlor son for the St. Augustine team. though his team lost. Bradshaw
League All-Stars triumphed over Sam Jones was the winning played for the Dixie Heights entry
the North Memphis counterparts pitcher and Clarence Exum g o t in the WDIA League. Last night
by the score of 12 to 3. The win- credit for the loss,
he allowed only one hit during
his stint on the mound for the losners collected ten hits while the SENIOR GAME
victors held their opponents to five The WDIA League Senior team ing South All-Stars.
safeties. Maurice Hurt centerfield- all-Star game was different. The NEARLY 400 BOYS
er for the winning team, and a WDIA League North M e mph i s The four thousand spectators
regular player during the baseball Stars were successful in pounding was one of the largest crowds
season for Orange Mound, hit the out a 7 to 4 victory over the ever to see a sports event at
only home run of the game with South Stars.
Lincoln Park. There were twenty
The winning team's trio of hurl- six teams with nearly four hunHunter Fan team and Cecil Jor ers allowed only four hits among dred boyi taking part in the WDIA
don manages the Memphis Greys. them to hold the powerful South League baseball program this
The teams play the first game of Memphis sluggers down for most year. Radio Station WDIA furnishes uniforms and equipment for all
the series Thursday night at Lin- of the game.
players in the League,
in
‘k
came
at
7.43.
ho
Robinson,
starting
coln park
Henry

I
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SOCIETY
Merry
Goaound
By Marjorie I. Ulen
Vacations and easy living of which is the oldest town in ConSummer, 1956, wended their way necticut and really steeped in
into oblivion . . . days have taken Americana. 'Twas most interesting
on quickened pace . . . there're to hear him relate the historical
gleams in eyes and smiles on fee- data . . . and one gets a real
es . • of countless members of taste of New England and colonial
Memphis' school system — who ,slays as he tells about a house
returned to their tasks Monday — where Lafayette lived . . screens
mindful that . • . "The beginning steeped with the activity of Na
is the most important part of the than Hale and many other great
Americans and patriots. Also, E.
work."
Socialwise . . . it meant the T.'s sister, Mrs. E. B. Banning of
beginning of activities which are Nashville was visiting. She's the
TWELVE LINKS GUESTS —
fortable lawn furniture provid
sephine Woods, Mrs. MelliS. Trice, Maxwell Gibson, John
at the home of Mrs. Lula
ma L. Ford, Mrs. Ann Brewer,
predicted to be some of the most brarian at Pearl High and an inLast Saturday night the loveed the setting for gay evening
cent Bolton, Mrs. Thelma EvBurros, Leo DeWitt, Jesse
Wilson,
970 Peach street. Left
Mrs. Gloria Rainey, Mrs. Marinteresting, glittering and import-. structor in library science at
ly gardens of Mrs. Lula Wilson
that attracted over 50 guests
ans, Mrs. Leon a Gunter, Mrs.
Sanders, jr., Mrs. Gladys Deto right are: Mrs. Lula Wilgarete Alexander, vice presiant of any pnase of Memphis' his- TSU's Summer sessions.
at 970 Peach was the scene of
Mrs. Leora Gunter was t h e
Wordie I.. Gibson, Mrs. Exelle
Witt, Mrs. Alice Cloud, Mrs.
son, secretary; Mrs. Evelyn
dent and Mrs. Hattie Hollo•
tory • . and if you're like me —; OUR VISITORS
the gay patio-barbecue party
lucky winner of a portable
Parks, and Mrs. Josephine AlTheresa Mills, James C. Mills
Cash, assistant secretary; Mrs.
treasurer. (Withers Phoyou've got that "It's-great-to-be-. Gosh, it's really good
of the Twelve Links Social
radio that was given away.
to see
len. Back row, left to right.
and Miss Gertrude Jewell. In
Dorothy Harris, Mrs. Emma
tos.)
alive feeling," that is, as Jive' old friends . . and this pleasure
Club. Fence light posts, beau.
Seen front row, photo at left,
Mrs. Magnolia Harding, Mrs,
photo right, the Twelve Links
J. Coe, Mrs. Bernice Harris,
goes, "the most"
tiful over-hanging trees, atreading from left to right,
I was enjoyed by many with the preMargaret Taylor, Alfred
are seen at their lovely patio
president; Miss Pearl Harris,
tractive
flower
beds
and
are:
coinTHE MEDICAL CONVENTION
Miss
Gray,
Mrs.
Myra
Jo•scene of Jim Etta and Robert Lee
Woods, Tommie Elrod, William
party of last Saturday night
Mrs. Willie M. Ross, Mrs. Nor•
aVhen the National Medical As- of Southern U. ;While here. Robsociation met at New York's lux-. ert, ("Roundhead" to his pals,)
urious Hotel New Yorker recently, I practically lived at Sam Qualls.
aame X.50 alert, and charming doc-; golf course — and everyone knows:
tors' wives from practically every he's a sports a enthusiast in all
Through Mrs. J. B. Boyd, per- than 100 years at the Terre! Me- present she is a member
and for- 'club. Mrs. Boyd stated that Mrs.
section of the country gathered for areas . .. as Jim says, "any sport!sonnet chairman of the Vance Ave- morial hospital.
miter state officer of the PTA of Reeves would be an asset
SOUTH BEND, Ind. — (INS) — noeen take for granted by both
to the
their 20th Annual meeting, presid-' involving a ball — and the cycle flue Branch Young Women's Chris-!CHURCH WORKER
the state of Tennessee. She is a staff of the YWCA.
Clarence E. Manion, former dean' parties.
ed over by Atlanta's Mrs. F. Earl runs 12 months of the year."
aian Association, announcement - As an active member of the Met- member
of the board of the Or- t Prior to her appointment at the of law at the University of Notrel Manion criticized Southern deleMcLendon.
Mildred Daniels is visiting her • was made of the appointment of ropolitan Baptist church, 3 h e ange Mound
Day Nursery and the "Y." Mrs. Reeves resided with Dame, said both Republican and gates to the Democratic national
Mrs.
Ruth H. Reeves to the staff serves as the general secretary of Lula C. Byas Service club.
The serious aspects of the meet- mother, Mrs. Eselle Daniels on
.her son at 1105 South Orleans. Democratic platforms purposely convention for permitting their
ing included presenting a $500 t Polk street. She's looking simply of the "Y."
the Sunday school and the general '1 THREE CHILDREN
conceal vital issues as screens for haggling over segregation to over.
grand
Mrs.
is
.
Reeves,
.
now
.
a
Detroit
teachwidow
of
the
late secretary of the Baptist Training l Mrs. Reeves is the mother of
scholarship to aleharry Medical
the further inroads of socialism shadow their
teacheroand
demand for states'
while she likes Mem- Richard Reeves, postal employee ;Union, president of Deborah Cir- (three children, Mrs. Thelma
college in the name of the organiR.
in the U. S.
rights.
zation's founder, Mrs. Alma Wells phis, finds fife quite interesting will assume the position of resi- de and secretary of the Senior !Driver, Pamela Green, Antionette
Manion, in a network broadcast,
Givens. . . with two $500 scholar.t and happy in the Motor City. •dence director. She formerly serv- Service Scout Troop of the church. IGreen, and Veda Clarice Reeves.
The Socialists, he said, used the
said centralized Marxism for this
And speaking of Detroit . . . vi ed as stenographer of the National
For many years, she was a leadships to be given next year. one to
For a number of years. Mrs.
Southern
protest against de-segrecountry and eventual internationMeharry and the other to Howard vacious Thelma Latting McCorkle Baptist Sunday School Publishing em' in the Parent - Teacher asso-;Reeves was associated with the
socialism
al
Board
gation
of
for
has
tu
world
the
blind the Southerners
Nashville.
Tenn.
husband,
and
Previciation
Lynn — along with
at both Porter school and YWCA as a volunteer and was a
Med. school. They discussed their
ously she was secretary for more B. T. Washington High school. At member of the
theme, "New Horizons in Service son Aryls Latting were here. Ar"Y" hospitality
to Handicapped Youth," in rela- vis heads back to Fisk and his'
The spacious back lawn of
tion to health, education, legisla- senior year . . . and the presMr. and Mrs. Ezra Ford of 2623
tion, human relations and com- ence of Thelma was the incentive
Supreme, was the setting for a
Just one of the millions of happy, healthy babies
for Wilhomine Lockard's Open
munity nceds.
late Summer informal supper
house
for
few
Thelma's
a
of
friend
raised on Pet Evaporated
To say the Auxiliary was lavishparty given by members of Sigma
ly entertained is putting it mild- last Saturday night at her lovely
Gamma Rho sorority.
home on Walker avenue. Thel had
ly. The social calendar scintillated
Guests of honor were the five
had been asked to "walk down
with rounds of exciting affairs . . .„
talented young ladies who receivthe street and chat a while" . . .
including cocktail parties, lunched the 1956 Sigma Scholarship
and the chargrin and surprise was I
eons, dinners, boatrides and
awards which entitles each of
dame., hers when Bob and Allie Mae!
es. The locale of these affairs '
them to enter LeMoyne college
Robert, Eloise Bacon, Louise Dabrings waves of nostalgia to the
this Fall.
vis, Gert Walker. Harriet Davis,
minds of all those who know and .
In spite of the heat, many of
Alma Booth and -Yours Truly"
love the -asphalt jungle" . . . Centhe members of the sorority came
dropped in . . . to chat . . . remitral Park's Tavern-on -the Green. : nis
„ . ; and has e a Wonderul
out to join the fun. Some of the
the estate of . Mrs Lucille E. i
members present were: Sorors
enjoying
time
while
delight'
the
Chance at Hasting-orothe-Hudson—
Charlsye Heard, Eleanor Sain,
where 45 children w ho accompan- ful cocktail fare in the air-conI Eleanor Oglesby,
Magn ol a
led their parents were entertain- ditioned comfort of the Lockard•s
Bass, Erie Hill Rose, Cora Blackmanse
ed by members of i he Jack and
,
mon, Willette Bowling, Ritta Por-,
And it was a surprise to see .
Jill club . . . the grand ball room
ter, Ruby Porter, Meryl Perkins,
Price
Helen
Los
An
1
Rucker
i
of
of the New Yorker . . . Carlton :
Katherine Jones, Hazel Lee, LydTerrace . . and, of course. the geles at Emmanuel Church I a s t 1
ia McKinney, Charles P. Roland,
Sunday
.
.
.
been
ages
it's
since
1
lush-plush niteries of downtown
Helen Heard, Dorothy Slate, alowe last met . . . and her many
Manhattan
setta Vaughn, Carrie Young, C;-nfriends are delighted in her won•
Another feature was the exhibit , derful appearance
thia Currin, Eldora Amos, Minnie
.. . and charm.
of the costumes worn by
Echols, Annette Edwards, Leslie
the hal She's visiting her cousins, the Ed-'
lives of Liberia and some of the.
; Taylor, Velia Wiggins. Harry Mae
ward Stewarts. .
art of that country.
t Simons, Anna J. Goodloe, a n d ;
Bertha Simpkins. Father and
Among mid-Southerners a n d Mrs.
Ruth Clowers. Special guest was
St. Julian Simpkins' pride an
Memphians present w e r e: Dr.
Mrs. R. B. Haley.
ANDREA YVETTE — 20 months
joy. is eagerly preparing for her
and Mrs. Leland Atkins, Dr. and
coming year at Voorhies Prep
daughter
Mr.
of
and Mrs. James A. Simpson, 1547 Doris Ay*.
Mrs. Oscar Speight. Dr. and Mrs.
school in Denmark. S. C. A('com• i
Million
W. A. Bisson. Dr. and Mrs. B.
Ft panying her will be her friend. Jo'i
Another winner of the official "Pet Milk Baby of
MeCleaves. and Dr. and Mrs. A.
anne Merry of Jackson, Tenn, o-; FRIENDS GREET DETROITon
Walker
avenue,
Saturlast
the
Week" Certificate! The proud parents will receive
Ross, Mrs. C J. Walker, a former
Mrs. McCorkle a n d hostess,
GRANIBLING, La — The Louts.
anne visited Bertha last week . . .
ERS — When Mr. and Mrs.
day esening. Mrs. McCorkle,
Mrs. Hosea Lockard. Standalemphian. noted for her beauty,
$10 worth of groceries from their favorite grocer.
iana State Board of Education has
and they are truly enjoying the
Lynn McCorkle visited with
the former Mrs. Thelma Lat•
charm and wit, who is a
ing. left to right, Miss Elise
approved a $4.700.000 expansion
frequent. thrill that comes with preparing
Mrs. McCorkle's parents. Mr.
tine. is well known in Memvisitor here,) and Mesdames D.
Bacon, Mrs. .Allen Davis, Mrs.
program for Grambling college.
More of America's happy, healthy babies are raised
for the first year away at school.
and
Mrs. Will Taylor. Mrs.
phis social circles. Among
T. Rolfe, 0. L. Hambrick. Mat- i
M. Illes Ulen and Miss Ger• • ..:
Heading
the
list
of priority proon Pet Evaporated Milk than on any other brand
Hosea Lockard entertained in
those who greeted the McCort.thew Walker, and W. E. Pan.'
trude Walker. Not seen are
jects are a cafeteria, four donna
Genial Dr. E. Frank White has ' their honor at a surprise gathle were, seated left to right.
nell, all of Nashville . . . and
Mrs. Philip Booth and Mrs.
tories, infirmary, auditorium with
been out of circulation because a
ering of friends at her home
Mrs. "Bob" Roberts, Mr. and
NISIA's ' First Lady." Mrs T. R.
C. D. Davis. New-son Photo.)
ENTER YOUR BABY TODAY!
a seating capacity of 3,300, and an
piece of sheetrock fell on his right
M. Howard, now of California —
If your baby has been f•d Pet Evoperat•d Milk, and ;s
; addition to the library.
ankle. Not only has he been missbut still definitely a part of Meinless than 3 years of age, fill in this coupon and sand to:
t ing from his office . . . but the Set
phis in the hearts and minds of. ga y
, When the U. S. government
round of social activity he
PET MILK COMPANY, 1590 Arcade Bldg., Si, lows 1, Mo,
her many friends,
, moved from New York to Washand wife, Jeanette always en- Socialite
Of special significance to all the jo‘a
BABY S NAME
AGE
ington in 1800, it had only about
The Socialite eiub net at the
Two young men charged with
folk who miss Fink Newborn's or0•C, Was dismissed.
123
clerks
LEST WE FORGET . . . Add to home of Mrs. Charlene Gould at
YOUR
NAME
malicious mischief in the causing
chestra . . . Jewel and Dr. Osthe list of visitors. St. Louis' in- 278 W. Waldorf last week. Guests
A. F. Harr I s, superintendent
of approximately S85 worth of damcar Speight report their delight
YOUR ADDRESS
teresting duo, Oscar Ficklin and at thc lovely party were Mrs. Adat Fuller Park, said the break(NumBER1
ages
to rest room facilities in a
when Visiting the Cafe Bohemia .
Eugene Woods who've been visit- ha Ragland and Mrs. Bertha Ragage occurred last Monday during
; concession it Fuller State Park
down in the "Village," in NYC.
ing the Sylvers family on Leath. land. The next meeting of the club
(CITY)
his absence. Gus Henderson, a
(STATE)
during the medical convention and
If racked aith Ahr, and
And to prove that vacations don't will be held by Mrs. Plummer at were tried in a Saturday general park employee, testified he heard, worried
lf
All pictures b•corn• the property of Pet Milk Co.. whose choice for the
by Love Affairs If sick or
finding Finis and his quartette opaward will be flnal.
all end in August
troublea. Spirit Power Clan 5th, i'Os.
. Marion John 869 Alaska. alattie Coleman, re- court session.
a racket in the restroom and saw
MT
ening there that night. Needless
ehange things and Real You Send
L
_
is off to her annual jaunt to porter.
52
00
Harvey
for
Lee
Secret
Jones
standing
Mosby,
Instruction
23.
on
of 3400
to say . . they were glad to
Write.
the outside.
Re, Powell. Box 309. New York 30.
see; Houston. Tex., at the home of her
LOOK FOR THE "PET MILK BABY OF THE WEEK"
Box town rd., was fined S50 and
each other. The group now de- :
NY
Mosby said the damage inflicted
charming friend, Ann Robinson. but special emphasis on fun and
votes itself to progressise music
IN THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER EVERY WEEK.
iienry
Lee
Jones.
of
Rt.
4.
Box
was
who visited nere while to and from relaxation, games and fraternal
done accidentally.
only . . defined to mean a little
the Democratic convention, This cornradery. to start the sear right.
refined -bop" and mostly conannual vacation schedule includes
temporary music (for goodness
their stay at Corpus Christi where
sake, don't ask me to delve furthMore in the fraternal line inAnn and her husband station their
er into the realms of modern mucabin cruiser and the location of cludes "The Felloeship Dinner- of
The Whole Family Invited
sic, or for a clearer and fuller delithe Robinson "fishing shack" . . aleniphis Pan Hellenic Council slatnitioni But Finis is on the piano
ed
Tony's
for
Inn Friday night.
a hich boasts — among other
Calvin on the guitar and Fink,
word appointments, a guest house There the Council members and
An Educational Process Goes Quietly and Steadily On At
sr.. does the manaaing of t h r
on the grounds. From this vantage croup representatis es will hold
quartette that is definitely makpoint they enjoy deep sea fishing their regular meeting and chart
ing itself seen, heard and loved . .
92 SOUTH MAIN
and living the life that is pos•si• the course ot the lull agenda
up East "by the little folk and
for the year.
hle only in texas
. ••
the great" . . . including Steve
featuring
OCR CONDOLENCES
Memphis 2, Tennessee
Allen.
bright
The
,pot
on the social cal'
Hosts of friends mourn the loss
LAST MINUTE
of Mrs. Elvira Jones Irving, wi• endar for Labor Day is the Lawn
OUT-OF-TOWNERS
dow of the late Dr. E. W. trying. Festit at of Emmanuel Church's
A note to the ' Boss" reportwho was hurled from St. Mary's Women's auxiliars and Altar Guild
ed the wonderful time The Davidcathedral last Friday. She was a t,n the lawns of the residence of
Extending their formal education beyond high school graduation.
sons — Robert. Thelma and Roblos at and devoted communicant of Dr. and airs. W. O. Speight, 1393
ert. jr.. along with Clementine
Learning
something about the great silent forces that move the world.
Emmanuel, a cha mining and most South Parkwas. East. Friends are
Hughes, were having in Windinvited
participate
to
Getting
wonderin
a
ready
to take their places in the emerging new world of
gracious lady who contributed
sor, Canada, at the famed Surf
greeter opgreatly to tne civic, social and ful holiday esening ot tun and hiportunities.
Club . . . and they were head. fortune-telling . . .
educational life of Memphis. We. larity .
ing for Idlewild.
along with her host of frierfds. and interesting carnival games . .
Thomas and Ethel Perkanc drove
extend our sympathy and prayers cards . . . horseshoes and badup to Chicago to take back
minton , . . accompanied by reEth- to her family.
el's sister who Visited with them
freshing drinks and a delicious
v
Free Candy
The doors of OWEN COLLEGE are open to you
Free Soft Drinks
here . . . and Odell Boswell went
— WITHOUT ENTRANCE
chicken box dinner.
WEEK-END PREVIEW .
Free Balloons
Free Cooucu
to NYC and you can be sure
EXAMINA
TION
and
—
you
are
welcome
to shore the wholesome influence
•'Sliaily Lawn.- the beautiful es- THE BASSINETTE SET
she had fun
Prizes Galore
and distinctive advantages of a two-year
tate of Ruby Spight on Mitchell
Christian
BACK HOME
college.
That long-legged bird left preRoad will oe the scene of t h
Marilyn Watkins looks simply
cious
bundles
fur
two
well-known
AKA ROUND-UP, Saturday, Sept.
wonderful from h e r California
I, at 5 p. m., when graduate AKA's families . . . both beautiful little
visit and studies at UCL . .
girls. Sunday week. Alice and
and
ditto for Gert Walker and May. start their first-Saturday-of-t h c Frank Kilpatrick received
their
t month meetings. They're planning
della Reeves who did Chicago and
Courses leading to degrees and certificates are offered
a gala evening of some business,
through
Continued
Page
On
Detroit together .
11
. and Ruby
regular DAY end EXTENDED DAY (Evening) Classes
Gadison will he a lona time recuperating from the swoth
she cut in Buffalo with the Al20 Beautitul Negro Christmas Cards, Designed for, And Created
For Detailed Information: Write THE
phas. in NYC for a close-up view
By Negroes. Religious and Humor, 8 Designs in all
REGISTRAR
ORDER
EARLY, Only $1.23 per box postage paid
of the Medical confa'i . . . and
SEND CHECK OR
or Telephone lAckson
MONEY ORDER. No C 0. D
baek by way of Detroft. It's all
household these- days . . 0. II.'s
Christmas Cords, P.O. Box 2214
back from Old Saybrook, Conn.,
Winston-Salten, N. C

Mrs. J. B. Boyd On

On Staff Of YWCA Group'Says Parties

•

Hide Issues

Sigmas Fete
LeMoynites
With Party

Pet Milk Baby of the Wee

•

•

Over $4
To
Grambling College

Meeting Of
Club

Two Fined For Damage At Park

SPIRIT POWER

•

•

•

BACK TO SCHOOL PARTY!

IN THE PRESENT WORLD OF CONFUSION

OLSHINE'S

WLOK STARS
* Hunky Dory
* Brother Joe May
* R. L. Weaver

7 P.M., Thursday, August 30
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S. A. OWEN JUNIOR COLLEGE

Where A Determined Group Of Selected Students Are:

•

If You Belong In This Select Company

FALL TERM BEGINS-1 uesday, SEPTEMBER 4

•

- NEGRO CHRISTMAS CARDS

II
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I By Mrs. Anna Lee Cooke
ch
bells have rung for city !ton Lee, jr. of Chicago. Ill., spendSool
students for the school year of ing several days in his former
1956-57. Anxious and alert minds home town. He is still in his beare getting adjusted to the school loved business, "the drug store"
room again after three months va- in Chicago, getting his start in
cation. To help these minds reach Jackson where he worked for
the height of their capacity, city , many years at Hub City Drugs.
teachers have been engaged in a
Mr. and Mrs. Lenford Leake of
week of pre-planning. The three Chicago, were recent guests in
elementary schools met together the city of Atty. and Mrs. Emmett
in grade meetings and Merry High t Ballard. Mrs. Leake. nee Clara
school faculty met as a group in Farr, is sister of Mrs. Ballard.
the study of evaluation of schools Motoring, they left enroute to East
and the teachers themselves.
St. Louis, Ill, to visit Mrs. Leake's
Merry High students are enter- brother and family and her son
mg a newly renovated building this and mother who are there at presyear which will later be South ent.
Jackson Elementary school Also visiting in the home of the
when the new modern Merry High Ballards is Mrs. Mable Spicer,
is completed.
mother of Jimmie Spicer, from
Kansas City, Mo. This is the first
VACATIONERS RETURN
Miss Eva Broome, who comes time for her to see the lovely little
In the city as a teacher this year daughter of the Spicers, Anita
from West High school, has just Jimmette, and she is exceptionalreturned from a most enjoyable lY proud of her little granddaughvacation. She joined friends from ter. The proud mother is the forMemphis, Tenn., the L. 0. Swing- imer Anita Ballard.
ers, at Ashville, N. C. They then I Several old triends of the Leakes
ent to Roanoke, Va., Gettysburg, gathered in the home of the BalWashington D. C. and on to Buf- lards on Logan St. on last Tuesfalo, N. Y. where Mr. Swingler, day night before their departure.
well known figure in Alpha Phi Al- Among those present were the Lepha fraternity, attended the Na- Roy Cunninghams, the J. H. Partional Convention. From there they rishes, Edward Reddick, Charles
and Valerie Ann Hughes, Kathare Alva, O'Neal and Alfretta
on August 15, is next to Mr.
who take the two girls to
Read,daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
SPECIAL BIRTHDAY PARtook a pleasure trip to the sight Bledsoe, Mrs. A. C. Ford and the
leen Newson, Paulette CumOsborne,
Margaret
Crivens,
Lewis and Dorothy, nine on
James Read, of 991-c LeMoyne
Sunday School at St. Stephens
TY for Claudette S. Newson,
Where Alpha Phi Alpha was found- J. A. Cookes. Playing cards, talkmings and Clifton Newell. ReBilly Warr, jr., Theodore
July 13, is next to Mr. Lewis.
drive, Saturday evening by
Baptist church on Sundays,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Mosed, to Niagara Falls and on to ing over old times and a delicious
included hot dogs,
freshments
Clark
Hal
and
Patricia
Pickett,
honores J. Newson, of 9110-11 Le.
Youngsters who helped
Mr. and Mrs. Bennie T. Lew•
smilingly offer them seconds
Canada. They then returned to repast made the evening a most
chips, ice cream
potato
candy,
James
and
jr., Paula, Brenda
ees celebrate on back lawn
Moyne dr., and Dorothy Jean
on ice cream. Claudette, eight
is of 11.75 Cannon. The Lewises,
Cleveland, Ohio and Chicago, Ill. pleasant one.
and cokes. (Newson Photos.)
Read, Deborah Jean
Edward
•
where both Mrs. Swingler and Miss YOUTH ATTEND CHURCH
trice Lewis, 8 W. 128th M., ManMEET
Brooms visited their sisters.
e- •ear-oami wci
tann,toforethsper five-year-old
hpaa g
Motoring can be so exciting re- Two young misses who graduatblock
ports Miss Broome for so many ed this spring from Merry High
she lives clean: Antonio Rasmus.
sights and historic places one has school were delegates from the
Om was cited for the spirited
longed to see can be done with Sunday School of Mount Zion Bapnon-partisan manner in which he
ease.
tist church to the West Tennessee
has conducted voter registration
The W. R. Bells and W. E. Mc- District Association in Memphis.
campaigns in the Harlem area dur- According to Dr. L. M. McCoy, The attendance at the college for
Kissacks have returned from the Tenn. last week. They were Missing the past two years; John D. president, Rust college will open I the summer session for in-service
National Dental meeting in Hamp- es Kay F. Perine and Louise Bish- 1 Althea Gibson, the first Negro of America," Rev. Hildebrand OTHERS HONORED
700.
ton. Va. and are just carried away p. The four day meeting was held to win international fame as a wrote Miss Gibson, "it is our pray- The jurist is Roger m. Yancey, Thomas, a Seventh ave. business- its 91st school year Sept. 11, with teachers was approximately
nearly
represented
teachers
the
that
NeThe
in
,
appointed
er
first
who
was
these
hunaccomplishments
several
of
man, who has done a similar the registration
with the exciting time spent there at Salem Gilfield Baptist church. tennis star, and a Newark Disvictory and defeat, will serve to gro judge in the history of New job by encouraging Harlemites to dred in-service teachers who will every county in Mississippi, Eastas well as Washington, D. C. stoptrict Court judge, who represents enhance the nation's growing ap- Jersey several months ago by Gov.
go into business; and Wheeler attend the first fall session and ern Arkansas and Southern ltlis•
ping at the Stetter hotel and New
Ls.
Jersey, were preciation f o r human dignity Meyner.
New
in
first
another
(Doe Wheeler) Morin, director of be ready to return to their own ouri. The program closed Aug.
ork City at Hotel New Yorker.
features
special
of
the
of
One
six
and
the
Beaare
honored
Mrs.
of
Others
two
character."
named Friday as
a religious program on radio sta- classrooms at the close of the barhey reached N. Y. right iqs the
the college during the last sumwinners of the Bethel A. M. E.
est vacation.
tion WWRL.
midst of the National Medical Aschurch Who's Who awards.
Friday has been designated as Following this group on Wednes- mer session was the Alumni sponsociation meet and got a chance
"Althea Gibson Day," Dr. Hilde- day, Sept. 12, indications are that sored L. M. McCoy "Day" on
The selections were announced
to see many M. D. friends.
brand announced. A motorcade of one among the largest groups which occasion, students, alumni,
Also back in the city is Mrs.
by Dr. Richard Allen Hildebrand,
n d
200 automobiles and 50 motorcy- of freshmen in recent years will noted educators, ministers a
Fern Walker returning from a six
paid
country
minister of Bethel church who is
the
throughout
friends
cles will parade through Harlem's report for registration and orienweeks tour in Europe. She states
Officer S. A. Bibb shot an 18- also president of the Manhattan
tribute to Dr. McCoy in appreciamain thoroughfares prior to the tation.
that her European experiences
Council
Protestant
the
of
division
year-old boy last week, when he
tion for the many years of tirecruise.
were thrillingly enriching and they
Upper classmen are scheduled
New York City.
and devoted -services to Rust
Sunset
of
the
the
less
lad
in
surprised
have certainly deepened her unto report for registration, Thurs- college and to humanity in genwill be presented
Sept. 13, with classes beday,
derstanding and enjoyment of the Inn, of 566 Pluni after midnight. • The awards
eral.
The victim was identified as on Friday, Aug. 31, aboard the
humanities and broadened her culginning for all students on Sept.
the church tural horizon. She also mentioned Mack Watkins, of 1506 Apple. Ac- Hudson Belie during
14.
Moonlight
HELPING TEACHERS
that the flight to and from Europe cording to Chief J. C. MacDonald, sponsored "Who's Who
Kills Family OF 6
1
Cruise."
Leroy Arnold, jr., six months, The full program for ha-service Fire
he
was
when
boy
ordered
ran
the
was superb.
Mrs,
(INS)
—
MONTREAL
and
Dunn,
was
found
1501
strangled
hope
of
to stop. Bibb reportedly fired "As a symbol of falth,
teachers will be continued this
'VISITORS IN THE HUB CITY
to death last week in his home. year in an effort to help teachers Rita Champagne, 34, and her five
Your scribe is very proud to three shots. One struck Watkins courage, and as an inspiration to
clkath
when the child's head became in the Tr -States improve profes- children were burned to
millions of youths in the Harlems
have as her guest, brother. Thurs- in the right
their
swept
fire
when
yesterday
lodged between the mattress and sionally and earn credits toward
Ville
Cartier,
suburban
in
home
the foot board of the bed.
their degree. The Saturday In The mishap occurred when the service classes will open Saturday,
child's grandmother went into an- Sept. 22, and the second fall in- West Virginia mines about N
other room. The victim's parents service classes will open Wednes- percent of the nation's total foal
output.
day, Oct. 17.
were away from home,

Almea Gibson, u ge ancey et
Bethel Church's Who's Who Awards

Rust College To Start
91st Year On Sept. 11

Officer Shoots
Fleeing Boy, 18

Tot Strangles To
Death In Bed

• I•eie•

TOPS CHICKEN

CHEESE SAUCE

GRAND
OPENING

'BIG 26-oz; PACKAGE OF
STERLING SAILT

Thurs. Fri. and Sat. - Aug. 30-31-Sept. 1
With LEODA GAMMON
There's a wonderous magic in 2-% cups sliced cooked chicken
Melt butter and blend in flour
cheese. A nippy cheddar cheese
sauce lifts this chicken-broccoli to make a smooth paste. Add milk
casserole out of the "ordinary" and cook over low heat, stirring
constantly, until sauce is thickenand into the "special" class.
Ideal for buffet suppers, this ed. Add salt, pepper and grated
pretty meal-in-a-dish is an excel- cheese and stir until cheese is
lent way to use leftover chicken melted.
Arrange broccoli in bottom of
or turkey slices. Garnish the casbaking dish and place '
shallow
pimiento
red
of
strips
with
serole
or with toasted slivered almonds. chicken slices on top. Pour cheese
Add a Waldorf salad, hot rolls, sauce over all. Bake in 350 degrees
Garspice cake and milk for a tasty F. oven for 15 to 20 minutes.
nish with pimiento strips. Makes
buffet menu.
To assure that "real cheese" 6 servings.
flavor in the sauce, use "Natural
Cheddar Cheese." There is a cheddar, to suit every taste — sharp
aged, medium aged or mild. It's
Continued from Page 10
the age of the cheese rather than
the color or shape that determines little Alice Willette ... and Tuesthe fine cheese flavor.
day morning week, Harriet a n d
Nutrition-wise and budget-wise, Maceo Walker became proud parcheese is a bargain buy. Ounce ents for the third time with
for ounce, it has more high-quality the arrival of their Harriet Lucille,
protein than any other basic food. named for her mother and her
Cheese is also a concentrated aunt. We hear the little miss looks
source of those vitamins and min- already just like her well-knownerals that are so necessary for and liked mater. Both Harriet,
growing children as well as for sr., and Alice, sr., are now at ,
adults.
home following their stay at E. I
Because cheese is a protein food, H. Crump hospital.
it must always be cooked at a
More in the baby department
low temperature. Stringiness, cur- concerns Grace Watson William's
results
dling and leatheriness are
shower for heir-expectant Vera
of high temperature cheese cookPlaxico Prince, Saturday fortnight
ery.
at Lelia Walker clubhouse.
ago,
stored,
be
always
Cheese should
delighted over baby kiGuests
tightly wrapped, in the refrigerababy bottle, bud
napkins,
mono,
tor. Rind-free cheddar cheese is
mit hold- I
umbrella
pink
vases,
air-reavailable in consumer-size
and
cake
blocks
ABC
the
ers,
sistant packages. Each 8-ounce
that marked
package makes 2 cups of grated baby ball ice cream
and partici'
cheese. One cup of grated cheese, the shower as unique
used a
Grace
attractive.
tarty
4 ounces, will give that fine cheese
pink and green color scheme for
flavor to the sauce.
decorations and pink glads on
CHICKEN-BROCCOLI
the table ... and she sent the
CASSE ROLE
honoree on a treasure hunt for tiu.
1.4 cup butter
beautiful gifts presented by gues,-.
1-4 cup all-purpose flour
Dorothy Small, Mary Cotton, Ed2 cups milk
Swingler, Myrtle Crawford, Milna
salt
I teaspoon
Hodges, Bernice Abron, Dorodred
1-8 teaspoon pepper
BerI cup grated cheddar cheese (4 thy Slate, Theresa Franklin,
Doris
Hunt,
Malvine
Stigall,
tha
ounces)
2 (12-ounce)packages frozen broc- Plaxico and Mrs. A. L. Natio),
Vera's mother.
coli, cooked

I

Special Sale!
SHEETS and PILLOWCASES
SPECIAL NEW ACCOUNT OPENERS

Society

PLAIN
OR IODIZED

Here's a wonderful opportunity for you to discover that Sterling Salt
brings out the best in food! Get your free package at any leading independent or chain store in this area. Then use Sterling in your cooking
and on the table. Sterling's pure, snow-white "sparks of flavor" dissolve
quickly, completely—adding extra zest and sparkle to the natural flavors
of any food. Sterling comes Plain or Iodized. Guaranteed damp proof"
ostwaVitw.

11111111 11111111111111 , 111111111 11111,11111tuitt1.111 1,1 iA Vo2
FREE—one regular 26-oz, round

ra

ust cut out this coupon
nd hand it to your grocer for one tree package
et Sterling Sall — Ken
or Iodized. Put act low.
This is a limited offer.

•

TO CUSTOMER This coupon entitle.'
you 10 one round package of Sterling
Salt I Plain ur Iodi,r,I I free if pie.
nented on or before expiration date.
Offer good in U.S.A . except where
taxed, prohibited,reatricted,or licensed.
('Rah value I /20 ofle.ILling: eneteelsintly.
TO GROCER: Plane redeem thia coupon, good for one regular-elle round

package of STIERILING SALT
package of Sterling Salt (Plain or Todi/.1). We will reimburse vou I 2e—
plus 3e for handling provided voU
and your i tiatonier have complied with
all the term,of this offer on or before
expiration date. Any males tax must he
paid by the customer. Mad coupon.. to
international Salt to.. Inc.. Department A,Scranton 2, Penna.

THIS COUPON GOOD ONLY UNTIL SEPT. I5,1956

OTIONOMMIDDOW10111)=1701136Motto-oc000031551-11

CANNON
PILLOWCASES

88c

CANNON SHEETS
81 x 99
Large Double Bed Size

pair

Only
LIMIT 4 to a
customer
NONE SOLD FOR CASH

$188

Each

No Money Down
only 50c per week

PURNELL CLOTHING CO.
111 South Main

*MI
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Call Teenagers Group Of Elvis Presleys
13 Year Old
Lad 'Leader'
Of Sockists

Radio, TV Brass
Join In Praise
The Teenagers, headed by 13 La Verne Baker, the "Tweedleold Frankie Lfimon, may dee Girl," and Danny Overbea,
lwell wind up as the tops singing guitar-strumming rock 'n' roll
kroup of 1956. They are espec- singer.
Music is by Sam (The Man)
ially popular on radio and TV.
Tuesday night the group w a s Taylor and his band.
heard on "Dance Party" (CBS- For this return performance the
tadio) as main feature of a rock "Teen-Agers" will sing "I Want
'n roll program. The Alan Freed You To Be My Girl" and "I PromStainer presented Sam 'T h e ise to Remember."
Miss Baker's lusty contralto will
Ran" Taylor's band.
`. The Teeenagers will make their be heard singing the popular "Get
third appearance on "Dance Par- Up, Get Up, You Sleepy Head"
ty the night of Sept. 18, when they and "My Happiness Forever."
'will share the spotlight with La- Danny Overbea will sing "Hey
'Verne Baker. It is because of the Pancho" and "My St u bb or n
Teenagers popularity with radio Heart."
Sam (The Man) Taylor leads
and TV listeners and viewers that
Broadway columnists refer t o the "Rock 'n' Roll Dance Party"
them as ''a group of Elvis Pres- band in the two originals, steeped in the idiom, "Teener's Canleys."
' The Sept. 18 show will also have I teen" and "Take One."

so they say

THIS STREET SCENE show.
log Louis Jordan, left, as he

appeared on NBC-TV Steve Allen show from San Francisco

Thirteen years, young if you
count the years and old if you
speak of his talents, but in, either case it adds up to Frankie
Lr,mon who at that age is leader of the most terrific singing
group traveling today. That would
be the Teenagers, who else, termed "sockists" by radio and TV
brass.
Young Limon isn't just a member of the Teenagers. Rather he is
it up for no more than five
the spirit and soul of the group.
minutes on the air.
His individual solo efforts during
a performance stand oat in glaring spotlight of the know how of
group singing and crowd pleasing.
'Tis his quality to lead that makes
the Teenagers rate with the best
in singing circles.
As a "single" Young L.nion
would be a miniature Presley or
1-Bone Walker. He has all the
qualifications and know how despite his tender age. To show his
individual worth to the group
above, twice a day on occasions. has only to look back a few concerts. Back to the night t h e
Then again where oh, where are
group refused to go on sans their
the sponsors coming from. Only
leader. There was no trouble brewsuch sponsors as the larger autoannouncement was
mobile companies, razor blade ing when the
taking a
promoter
made.
The
firms and the like can afford such
an outlay of dough for TV shows. poll of his audience made the anIn addition those taking part to- nouncement that the singers would OLIVET MILLER and Bert Gibday want certain days and even go on sans Li.mon if wanted. There son, sensational dance-guitar act
specific hours for their programs. was a scream of "no's" from the after a whirlwind round of TV and
big jam to indicate they were as
And they mostly seek night time
much concerned about Lrnion as night club engagements in Chicahours when most viewers figure to
were the rest of the group that .go are off on a national tour. Miss
me and glued to the TV set.i
be
did not choose to please the jam
With
h this in mind what about I without the young artist. To many Miller is daughter of Flournoy
"Shuffle Along"fame.
the millions who work nights and the decision was one of respect
take their entertainment during for the little fellow. They, many
daylight hours. Many of the latter of them, knew the rest of the During World War II American
visit theatres to see movies after group would perform comendably
soldiers and sailors on active
a few hours sleep in the early but they wanted the group in
mornings They like daytime en- tact. Quite an aggregation these duty drank twice as much tea as
tertainment but demand the best. Teenagers. And quite a fellow this they consumed at the time they
And the best shows are on TV Frankie L -non.
were civilians.
at night. This condition may
change but it is hardly likely. Certainly about the only daytnne pro- I
gram the sponsors w ith proper
dough to spend on advertising are
baseball games (world series;)
the allstar game or a boxing bout.
And even prizefight promoters
frown on staging their big brawls
in daylight.

was set up at terrific cost.
Took hours and dollars to set

Se.plans' 14forry About relevision
jobs No Greater Than Hollywood's

,

that is staggering.
One good example is the recent
appearance of Louis Jordan on
ADD LOCAL mysteries: NV h y well done: TIME MAGAZINE'S
the Steve Allen show (NBC-TV.)
Dorothy Dandridge suddenly can- feature on Duke Ellington following'
• Sponsors for the show dished
celled engagement that would have! orkster's appearance at New Engout close to 100 grand. Of this
brought her into local hotel as land Festival. — ATTENTION
lAllen received something like
or
Harry Belafonte leaves. — ALSO "PLATTERS" contact friends
510.000 and the remainder was diWhat price television? Will it The hoxoffice from the same picWHY culprit who sent anonymousl relatives in California who are tryvided many ways. Louis Jordan's
eventually have far reaching ef- ture will net more millions but
letters to CHICAGO'S WOODS the- ing to reach a member of your
troup was paid $5,000 in "salary"
on
pictures
fects
are
a
pair
of
.
over
a
period.
A
TV
variety
show
and another five grand went toatre lambasting house for booking cast on important business. —
questions that are being given i will not cost as much but neither
.
•ard
"High Society" a pix that in- LETTER RETURNED to Coast
the
minute scene
consideration
in
Hollywood
does
it
toremain
as
on
the
scene
—
sorrow.
showing e'
offgJord an.
cludes mixed cast (Satchmo, Bing, I from Chicago indicated
leIt was a costday.
as
a
long
picture
that
must hit ly scene to be sure since equipSinatra and Grace Kelly) chose J. MAYO 'INK' WILLIAMS, the
theatres the nation over to reap m
including an old trolly car
day Democratic convention dele- record tycoon is representing Lil The slowly but surely mounting
co_ a financial harvest. On the other had to
be taken to the spot of
gates were wrangling over civil! Armstrong, one time wife of Satch- fear that the days of movie
hand
TV
shoWs
that
(spon
cost
' mo. in concert here sometime next lossals, money and house presenbroadcast (pickup) and back.
rights plank. — WHY 'CIT1ZENS•
tation wise are numbered,is with sors) as much as 0100,000 and some
When Count Basie appeared on
Committee decided to errect a sta- month. — L1L WII0 JUST recentin us. Make no mistake about that. times more is a one shot affair. same show several
weeks earlier
tue for LOUIS ARMSTRONG in ly returnd from long stay
However
The
it
reaches
the
question is being considered
same num- the same type cost was necessary.
Chicago's downtown Grant Park France not only plays piano as
and discussed at most every gath- ber of "customers" in half hour as There was no street
scene for the
when honors for the late Dr. Dan only she can but will show off , ering
of studio officials. In fact will see a picture that runs for Basie participation but
other indiWilliams (first to operate on a gowns purchased abroad.
months.
That
some
are
explains
why spon- vidual equipment brought
sufficiently alarmed to
•.
into the
heart) strikes this corner as being
start reaching for. tht band wag- sors) as much as $100,000 and some studio upped
the overall cost. ReFLOYD CAMPBELL. Chicago
more appropos.
on
such
on.
The
costly
advertising.
bandwagon
that
rolls
out
•• *
liable sources report the cost of
band leader and wife Marv, are films or
TV only. Others, of In both cases the money is well 'setting up scenery for
the Basie
THE WHITMAN SISTERS. Al- touring the East Coast. — THEY course are
standing pat in belief scattered among large groups. guesting was more than 64,000
with
ice and Essie, hosted New York's WERE in Philadelphia for golf that TV is no
more threat to mov- The money spent by TV sponsors a like amount going to
the Count
Ed Baron, trombonkt, who pass- tourney last week. TEDDY WIL- ie theatres than it
has been to for instance goes a number of in "salary."
ed through Chicago enroute to sON at Chicago's London House radio, and those other
amusements ways. The 'chain' if show is sent
With this in mind it is hard to
West Coast. CHICAGO DAILY De- and Duke Ellington at Blue Note that take viewers from
their over a network gets a cut: in- see how television can replace
picfender's series on Harry Belafonte both were heard on NBC-Radio's homes.
dividual stations receive their ture houses. Certainly it is hard
has FEMMES GRABBING copies "Monitor' Sunday. — LITTLE
True or false this corner consid- slice and the performers,
stage to see twice a day TV colossals,
as soon as they are off the press.! ROCK'S Eva Richmond in the city ers the question worthy of hands
and other technicians re- one for night viewers and another
— YES THE GIRLS go for His . guesting relatives for few days printed discussion. The angles ar ceive their
cut. Of course the writ- for those who work nights being
Honor Belafonte — SLICK WHITE, before opening of school in her both different and interesting
from , ers of the show, the person who staged. Today the better TV shows
a
employed
onetime singing star in Chicago ' home where she's
as
where we sit. Television and mov- set up the colossal come in for are once
a week affairs. And it is
night clubs WRITES FROM Bat- • teacher. — DISC WE SUGGEST ie making (for theatre
purposes) a big cut. -Then there is the hard to figure the chains being
d are both costly. Cost of
on Rouge, La., of the time he's to buyers: Dizzy Gillespie a
making 'natter of transportation of scen- able to muster up talent
for shows
having visiting friends. —AMONG Stan Getz combined efforts to a top picture runs into millions. ery and
other equipment at a cost to be run daily and, as pointed
out
THE new friends "Slick" has gain- two Duke Ellington standards: "I
ed is Dr. Christian, who operates Let A Song Go Out Of My Heart"
drugstore in the college (South- and "If It Aint Got That Swing".
ern U) town. — CHICAGO'S lat- — CHICAGOANs ARE asking:
est TV show 'Spotlight On Tat. -What ever happened to Bea Elent'' presents guests stars on its lis — Ellington and Clara MillinSaturday night program is p.m. der. Neither of whom COME West
channel 9) regularly. — HADDA anymore? — ADD STRANGE
BROOKS appeared on debut show sights: Louis Armstrong packing
with Harry Belafonte following last:ern in in Chicago while Lionel
Saturday.
Hampton does just so, so, a
*•*
complete reversal of few years
• ADD YARNS interesting and ago.
By AL MONROE

„

By ROB ROI'

Studios Show Interest
In Producing Air Pics

Iligh Society'
Ad
n Abroad All
Praise Satchmo

Frankly it is this corner's opinion that both TV and Hollywood
have things to worry about but
The gravel voice and horn tootby no means each other. Their
worry should be how to improve ingest lips in the nation have betheir products without regard to come a diplomatic weapon in the
what the other is doing.
cold war,
They belong to Louis "Satchnio"
Armstrong. The carefree jazz master unwittingly has trumpeted himself into the world political arena.
And judging from the reaction.
America could hardly ask for a
more influential ambassador.
Armstrong has played to millions overseas in recent years. A
few months ago. Princess Margaret led the applause at London's
Empress Hall when the King of
*Lau played some of the Cole Porter tunes from "High Society," the
MGM musical in which he appears with Bing Crosby. Grace
Kelly and Frank Sinatra.

Four Mills Boys
Hit Canada With
Old Time Sock

This admiration from people all
over the world puts "Satchmo" in
a unique position.
Because he can pierce walls of
all ideologies with his trumpet,
where other means have failed,
he has become an important international figure. For he not only
represents great music and showmanship — he also represents
America.
Louis is aware of his unofficial

OTTAW'A — The Four Milli 130:.s
remain top attractions in Canada.
Appearing with -TV Discoveries
of 1956" the quartet literally broke
it up here Sunday.
When Mills Boys firstiappeared
here seasons ago they were the
climax of a myth that had surrounded their appearance on radio. Billed as four boys and a guitar they made instrumental sounds
that appeared to be an orchestra.
The fans rushed to see the boys
that sounded like a well rounded
combo with occasional lyricists
joining in.
However the fact that the nOh
has been dispelled has only scrv-

ed to magnify group's popularity
and increase their draw at box affices everywhere.
When the Mills Boys first arrived via a Cincinnati radio station
they were actually four brothers.
John. Harry. Donald and Herbert. John, who in addition to singing and carrying the bass tone was
also guitarist. John died when the
team was at the heighth of its
popularity. When he died the act
did not fold even though John was
backbone of the quartet as well as
playing the only instrument used
in the act-. The boys brought in a
uitarist and the father whom they
speak of as -Skipper" took over
the bass. For the past several seasons this is how the combo has
operated.
On most tunes Donald carries
lead but Harrs and Herbert also
sing lead. This switch depends on
type of tune used.
While the team has continued
a top drawing card for years its
first time around was the most
TORONTO — Erroll Garner and terrific. hosuffice wise. The Parahis trio will play a week at the mount theatre in New York, ChiColonial Tat ern here through Sat- cago theatre in Windy City. the old
urday.
Million Dollar in Los Angeles and
Garner comes to Toronto fresh many others played the combo to
from record-breaking dates in Los record setting jams.
Angeles. San Francisco and CleveDespite fact that Mills Boys arland.
rived on wings of a guitar and
Columbia Records has just re- four lads who could toot like horns
leased a new LP by Garner under • they are no accidents along song
his newly-signed five year pact. row. Every member of the fourThe album. titled "Concert
The some is a good vocalist. CombinSea is the first in-person concert ed they give out with as much
recording made by the pianist It rhythm as any quartet or
combo
Includes nine selections never pre- ever to appear professionally.
viously recorded by Garner. plus
For this reason their ability to
a curtain speech by the pianist. background
their program with
make believe instruments is addThere are an estimated 20,000 ed appeal. Certainly not something
junkyards in the U. S. and they to make up for any lack of vocalizcontain upwards of
1.500.000 ing as one might hax e been willing
abandoned automobiles
to suspect.

Erroll Garner
Going Strong
On Long Tour

ambassadorial position but he does
not think of himself as a "politician."
"That's for cats (Ahern me," he
told an interviewer recently. "Music's my business. Of course, if
they like music and they like me
and it does ally good, then maybe that's what's called politics. I
don't know. It's still music to me."
The greatest array of jazz musicians to appear on the screen
in many years is seen in -High
Society", with Louis Armstrong's
six-piece combo making its film
debut in the new MGM musical,
starring Bing Crosby, Grace Kelly and F'rank Sinatra.
The band includes such famous
jazz names as Barrett Deems on
the drums, Edmund Hall, clarinet,
Arvell Shaw, bass fiddle, Tommy
Young, trombone and Billy Kyle.
piano, with Louis, of course, on
the trumpet.
The 200-inch telescope on Palomar mountain is powerful enough
to detect the flame of a single
c..ndle burning at ti distance of
(8,000 miles.

rtiG at‘cl ZAG
WitlEs.
ZICGY JOHNSON
By DAVE CLARK

I.was there when you made the
first-string basketball leant when
you won the Charleston contest
DETROIT — Greetings to the and when you played the lead in
greatest people in the world (our the school show. "The High Jinks"
readers). Yes, it's me, Dave Clark,
I'm the guy whc threw the
known to many of you out there bricks at your feet and made you
as "Ole Dr. Rhythm", pinch-hit- dance, but as you know I didn't
ting for that little boy of mine, let anybody else throw any bricks
"Joe- ZiggY, Pee-Wee Johnson" — at "Little Joe." (I can still throw
one of the swellest guys you could a brick around a corner.)
ever know.
Ziggy, I'm proud to say that
To you, Ziggy, I want to say many of the guys and gals that
that this is a great pleasure as I have been able to help along
it gives me an opportunity to let the road to stardom have made
your readers know who you are it. Big Maybelle has a hit record
as I'm sure that many of them ("Candy"). I booked her on her
are not fully acquainted with you. first $2 gig at the potato festival
They don't know that you are in Paris, Tenn., Aug. 8, 1938. I
the little fellow who came from took her to New York and the
Natchez a long time ago to star- Apollo, and after one song that
tle the folks around the "Windy was it. Christine Chatman is now
City" with your many talents.
playing the Sands in Vegas. I sent
I clearly recall the first time I her on her first one. I saw Emsaw you on the back campus of ma Slay. Yes, I brough him up
Phillips High school chasing a bas- fromm Jackson. Miss, along with
ketball and I asked the boys where Teddy Edwards — the greatest.
did they find that "midget" and tenor sax soloist living today
they told me you were "Little
Ziggy, did Dutch and Dutchy
Joe".
tell you I sent them up Nawth?
My first remarks were: "He's
Did Lavern Baker tell you that
a cute little trick." Ziggy, that I made her go on her first gig
was a long time ago, and I've ($3) in the oie C&T Lounge on the
been watching you all through the 24th and Prairie sts. in the big
years.
Windy?
(Guest Columnist)

Illiiissitt<
LOUIS ARMSTRONG'S performance in the pix, -High So-

". is one of th . highlights.
Louis and his combo were paid

ta" •
handsomely for theii work in
the pis that figures to return

several million in profits, but
unlike TV over a long period.

Kenny To Wax
Old Hit With 1
•Newer Twist'

Ivory Joe Hunter Learns
Meaning OfSecond Chance
NEW YORK — (ANL') — One
of the curious phenomena native
to Tin Pan Alley is the irritating
but heartening fashion in which
songs sometimes get a second try
at national popularity.
In recent nv!mory one may recall that such now-standards as
"Autumn Leases"and "Tennessee Waltz" emerged from lyric
limbo into national prestige a consideable time after they first had
been published.
The most recent case In point
is "I Almost Lost My Mind'', currently in a comfortable slot at the
top of America's list of favorite

,

NEW YORK -- (ANP) — Bill
Kenny, leader of the famed Ink
! Spots quartet when "If I Didn't
songs.
to a thousaml songs, many of(Care" became the top selling
recWith radio and television per- ,. them big-selling recordings in the ord in 1930, is recording a
new
formances, record and sheet-m,e' rhythm and olues field.
I version of the tune on Vik Redsic sales piling up, Ivory Joe Hon
! ords.
ter, composer of the BMI h
' The new version, titled "Now
t.
readily recalls the days hack in W
You Say You Care,' will feature
1950 when his blues ballad first
Kenny as soloist.
appeared. H was a hit of sorts, for
This marks tine of the first times
it enjoyed a regional success in
that an entirely new version of
the South. But only after the rean old song has been written by
lease of the Pal Boone record earits original athhor.
lier this year did the tune begin
Composer Jack Lawrence has up
its • speedy dash for the number ' The popular Willie Webb presents dated the "Didn't Care" orfginal
one-nationwide position.
his annual concert Monday August with its new title and a fresh con"I Almost Lost My Mind" 27 at Tabernacle Baptist church cept which has possibilities of
is Iltintei's real first national hit, is the main item on minds of mu- achieving the same greatness as
although he's credited with close sic lovers.
I did its predecessor•

W bb
Concert set

•

.;Experts Pick Grumbling For Grid TitleTAT::s1vieD
'Robinson Is
Not Pleased
At Findings

36 Vets Hike Morgan
Hopes Of Good Season

9
IR:es
Get Started
On Saturday

ATLANTA, Ga. — Head Coach
and Director of Athletics Edward
BALTIMORE, Md. — There's a. well he called upon to quarter-1 year I think %% e had developed J. Clemons will greet 50 can&
one of our Niter teams, and we dates on Aug. 30, when the Morris
fair share of optimism in the Mor- bask the Bear aggregation,
many of our men Brota n college Purple Wolverines
camp,
gan State College athletic
Smith, a senior, showed excel- didn't lose too
by graduation. We ought to have, report for physical examinations,
staff
coaching
the
as
week
part
this
I
latter
the
toward
form
lent
By COLLIE J. NICHOLSON
level football 'squad photos will be made on Aug.
awaits the practice gong that'll
last season, pacing the Bears rd say, a high
GRAMBLING, La. — (Special) sound on august 31 for the 1956 of
31.
Ham p. team,
over
victories
thrilling
to
— The football season is almost a football season.
Then on Sept. 1, the Purple Wolmentor admits that
Morgan
The
State.
ton and Virginia
month away but crystal gazers
verines will start preparation for
were
more
optimistic
be
would
he
Accounting in large measure for
Two other veterans, a Maryland
and technical analysts have althe fact that since their eight-game schedule which
of af- combination, will co-captain the , it not for
ready earmarked Grambling col- the relatively happy state
when Roosevelt opens with a game with the Benepractice,
spring
lege for sectional and national hon- fairs is the fact that approximate- Bear squad. They are Robert 1 Brown. ex-Rear and New York dict Tigers, at Columbia, S. C4
ly 36 seasoned men are expected' (Jake) Jacobs, plucky 180-pound
ors.
star, paced the boys on Sept. 22.
man the Morgan football squad. center from Annapolis. Md., and Giants
to
is
contend,
they
prophecy,
The
through training, several of the 27 HOLDOVERS REPORT
%William E. (Tiny Gordon, 270- top players have been lost for a
The 50-squad members W ill In.
supported by slide-rule statistics. 36 VETS RETURN
pound tackle from Aberdeen, Md. variety of reasons such as with- dude 27 holdovers from the 1953
Coach Eddie Robinson and his
Among the 36 veterans are many
defending national Negro collegi- of last year's best players, includ- Both are seniors,
drawing front school, academic in- squad and about 23 promising new.
ate champs have been established ing star end Jackson Rozier of COACH HURT'S ESTIMATE
eligibility and being dropped for corners.
Among the talented holdovers
as a separate and superior opera- Richmond. Va.. fleet-footed halfIn sizing up his team's pros- poor scholarship.
tion by at least a dozen sports back Jerome (Jerry) McArthur of peels, Coach Eddie Hurt had this
Among the top players lost was will he six first-stringers, namely,
writers.
Charlie (Chuck) l'orter of Rich- Howard Glover, John Thomas,
Baltimore. and Henry (Goose) to say:
This diehard minority persists Smith of Portsmouth, who m a y
"At the close of the season last mond, a terrific halfback, who Herman Reid, Arthur ‘Villiams,
that the Tigers have a shrewd
withdrew from school. Porter was Moses McClendon and Willie Coop.
coaching staff, the most dependthe ClAA's tsp ball carrier last er.
Other returning veterans inable all-around playing personnel
year.
in small-college football, a n d sufDespite these losses, however, clude: Cecil Peoples, Frank Armficient temperament and techniCoach Hurt said the Bears ought strong, Lowell Williams, Richard
cal skill to qualify as champions
to be able to round out a good Law, Peter Perry, Carl Middleton,
for at least another year.
team for their eight-game sched- Leamon Grier, Lambert Reed,
EXPECT TE:*.M COLLAPSE
tile, which will commence against William Montgomery, Valsnore
Grambling routed 10 straight
IEdgars i ah Larkin
.
Gore. Fred
john.
Central State college at Wilber_ D
Chambers,
Fred
Reed
foes last fall and only Robinson
force, Ohio on Sept. 22. then open
and a few more extreme pession home grounds Sept. 20 with son, Norris Hogans, Wilhon Proph.
mist expect a general collapse this
North Carolina college of Durham, et, Eddie White, Virgil Hodges.
fall.
Robert Thomas, Henry Denson and
N. C. as the opponent.
Twenty-seven lettermen arai a
Joe Hall.
dozen freshmen and junior college
MAKE HOME DEBUT
transfers will help the team live
The Purple Wolverines will
make their debut before a homes
up to its exaggerated press clippings.
town crowd on Sept. 23, when they
All-American Edward Murray, a
take on the Paul Quinn Tigers, of
Waco, Texas, under lights, at
160-pound back of explosive power
and great range, is the top spearHerndon stadium.
bearer.
Then after keeping a date with
FAYETTEVILLE, N.
C. — the Bethune-Cookman Wildcats, at
Murray gained 1,151 yards on 149
Coach William "Gus" Gaines has Daytona Beach, Fla., on Oct. 6, the
plays last season to rank sixth
sent letters to over 40 gridders Morris Brown gridmen will play
among the nation's total offense
who are expected to answer the hostess to the Florida A and NC
leaders.
season's initial whistle on Sept. 1. Rattlers, on Oct. 13.
He helped Grambling top-off its
they will come from Washington,
undefeated season with 3.381 yards
The complete schedule is as fol.
D. C., West Virginia, New York, lows:
on 496 plays for a 375.7 average
North Carolina, Oklahoma, and
for nine regular season games.
Sept. 22, Benedict, Columbia.,
Ohio.
The current Tiger backfield of
S.
C.; Sept. 23, Paul Quinn„Mlans
in
20,
August
rites were held
TIME Archie Moore,
Among them will be five letter- ta, Ga., (Night); Oct. 6, Bethune.
Murray, Leon Gafford, Sterling FOURTH
the
and
Mexico,
Ensenada,
celeis
champion,
light-heavy
men from last year's outfit — Cookman, Daytona Beach, Fla.
Dyer and Fred Kirkpatrick, is a
couple will live in San Diego,
brating his marriage - the
Jack Freeman, tackle; Charles (Night); Oct. 13, Florida A and lt
solid unit, but studied observers
Calif.
fourth-to attractive Jean Hardy.
Knight, end: Milton Taylor, guard; Atlanta, Ga.; Oct. 22, Grambling,
say the line has been italicized
24, of New York. The marriage
Bobby Martin, back; and Milton Shreveport, La., (Night); Oct. 27,
for rave notice.
Douglass, back.
It is tough, agile and hungry for
Open; Nov. 3, Fort Valley State,
A large portion of last year's Columbus, Ga., (Night); N o v. 9.
fame.
•
team was lost through gradu- South Carolina State, Atlanta, Ga
Most cheerful notes are Capt
ation or ineligibility.
Joe Dixon, 226-pound tackle; Ran(Night) and Nov. 22, Clark, AtAmid weeping and wailing lanta, Ga., (Thanksgiving D a y
nie Mushatt, 220-pound guard; Alfor replacements, the Gaines-Scott classic).
vin Richardson, 240-pound tackle;
coaching combination takes some
Leon Larce, 205-pound center; and
consolation in the fact certain outJames Culmer and Theo Roach, a
ed in Greensboro, N. C., home
ball campaign. A rugged, hard.
will
BIG WHEEL Arthur Worthy,
standing new
prospects
pair of belligerent 200 pound ends.
of the Aggies, the night of
running hack who can also
180-pound halfback, is expected
show up In the Bronco fold in SepEven Robinson admits that they
Compary,
and
Crawford,
Battle
Harry
Coach
—
HAMPTON, Va.
Sept. 15. Last year Worthy
pass and kick, will be in the
In become the "big wheel" in
temher.
have a flair for personal combat.
some 38 athletes ny."
average 40 yards a try oe his
starting lineup when the Agthe oftense of the A&T college
They are expected to furnish the
Roach and Dixon made the MI_ Jefferson expects
Assisting Coach Jefferson this
turn out for the first practice
punts.
gies take on Central State in an
Aggies during the coming foot"punch" needed both in the backMidwest conference squad last fall to
year
Neilson,
will
be
line
Buck
instis
Hampton
1956
the
of
session
.•!
intersectional game to be play•
field and on the line.
and may go all the way to A 1 1tute football Pirates on Saturday, coach; Ben Whaley, end coach;
About the season, however, Head
American honors before DecemSept. 1. Included among these ath- and Jimmy Griffin, backfield
MARSHALL, Texas — The BishCoach Gaines simply is not talk‘1, be
coach.
of
seven
veterans,
18
will
be
letes
op Tigers will play Texas college
"we
other
than
that
to
"We'll need all the luck we can
ing
say
them being lettermen.
The Pirates open the season on
of Tyler, Texas for its homecomget,' the coach said, weighing his
Returning veteran backs are: Sept. 15. with a home game have a tough season of football ing tilt set for Saturday, Nov. 10.
carefully.
ahead."
pronouncements
Herbert Bailey, William Gray and against Fayetteville Stale TeachTROUBLES ARE VARIED
The current Bronco schedule of it was released last week by dire&
Alfred Smith, fullbacks; Alphonso ers' college.
for of athletics and head coach,
games follows
He added that the circumstances Charles and Walter McKoy, quarE. Jones.
Nathan
wa.
troubled
Sept. 15, Hampton. Hampton,
which place teams in
terbacks; Alfred Jackson and RanThe opening game will be playSept.
Sept.
29,
22,
Virginia;
open;
ters are many and varied.
Veteran
dolph Walker, halfbacks.
"Championship predictions us- linemen back in 1956 i n c I u d e
Winston-Salem, T. C., Winston-Sa- ed Sept. 22 against Knoxville in
inch
six
18-foot,
Willie
Whites
'
On opening day, Tennessee's
lem, N. C.: Oct. 6, Elizabeth Knoxville, Tenn. Five games are
ually turn into echoes that haunt George Brown, captain and a leadBY 31ALCOLM POINDEXTER
city T. C., Elizabeth City, N. C.; scheduled for the Tigers at home.
sparkling delegation had as its' broad jump gave the TSU squad you repeatedly before the season ing candidate for all C1AA hon- Gospel
PHILADELPHIA — The ThirtyThe Baptist school will play the
anand
still
record
meet
a
another
in
17allowed
The
Hudson.
Robinson
Oct. 13, Open: Oct. 20, St. AuMartha
heroine
is over,"
ors; James Price, Donald WilKNOXVILLE, Tenn. — Dr. Lee
fourth annual Women's National
50-meter other was set with a 0:34.4 30-yard summary that presages nothing hams and Sanford Wilson at the
C.; Oct. 27, first season as a member of the
the
NRaleigh,
won
gustine.
Amazon
year-old
L. Campbell, dean of instruction
AAU meet staged at Franklin
and 75-yard dashes. Her long-strid- relay victory. Miss White headed but misery for his team.
guard positions; Roy Harris and at Knoxville college, was presents Howard (home coming) Fayette. Gulf States Athletic conference.
Field here on Friday and SaturScott,
Miss
middleDarlene
However, the diplomatic
Clemmie Strayhorn at center; Wil- ed the keys to a 1956 station wa- ville, N. C.; Nov. 3, Open; Nov. The locals resigned from the
mg teammate, Willa Rudolph. 16, a team of
day went into the record books as
said the coaching Ham Patrick, Charles Tarlton, 01the Hudson and Miss Rudolph.
in
of-the-roader
0:08.3
a
record
10, St. Paul's Polytechnic, Fayette- Southwestern Colored Athletic con.
established
gon from Dr. Lee Walker, head of
one of the greatest in history. But
Sugand
champ
boxing
Work
staving
Kermit
about
Middleweight
Wainwright,
iver
worried
100-metthe
and
ville, N. C.; Nov. 17, J. C. Smith, ference in a move to &emphasize
won
75-yard heat
staff wasn't
the Board of Christian Education,
not before the name Mae Faggs
athletic scholarships.
hair ar Ray Robinson presented tro- off smugness, self-satisfaction and Clyde Clack at tackle. Some 20
a
Fayetteville,
N. C.
by
0:12.1.
She
in
lost
ter
re-'
had been given most of the credit,
Competition with local colleges
freshmen are expected to bolster United Presbyterian church
Tliss Hudson in the 75-yard phies to some members of the over-confidence on the squad.
cently.
in
the area, Wiley of Marshall on
Mac, the star performer of an event.
the
from
returnees
of
nucleus
this
pre-season
delegation.
TSU
those
victorious
"Our boys know
Oct. 27 and Texas college of Tyler
The presentation was one of
entry list of 152, did herself and
newspaper scores don't count." 1955 squad.
the colors of Tennessee State
Lost from the 1955 team are Dick eight made at Hanover college in
HAVANA, Cuba — Former wel- on Nov. 10, have been continued
gisiore than justice. The Bayside,
Clary, Fletcher Battle, Robert Indiana to mark the close of the terweight champion Kid Gavilan for the Tigers.
C
the
in
playing
for
Gibson
thee
The complete grid schedule In.
W. I' • miss equalled the meet
Crawford, John Harris, Jessie National Youth project, workers
a hometown
American Tennis Association tour- Whitehead, Alvin Puryear, Ken- on wheels, Knoxville already has a last week delighted
Nudes:
record in the 200-meter, won the
a
out
pounding
by
here
audience
nament in Wilberforce, Ohio, aft- neth
Norris and William Dudley 1916 Dodge gospel wagon.
Sept. 22, Knoxville, at Kncrxville,
300-meter and ran the anchor leg
split decision over Jimmy Beechplaying in England and the top — all first string performers.
er
relay
r
Tenn.;
Sept. 29, Butler, at Mar.
for the victorious 400-mete
Sports
the
in
of
am
Philadelphia
meeting
the
attending
Students
tournaments in this country. They Coach Jefferson has said, "The
shall; Oct. 6, Paul Quinn, at W0007
squad. Her brilliant performance
from Knoxville were Booker H. Palace.
have played an
could
she
believe
outlook is not too bright due to
helped TSU capture the team
However, Gavilan had to survive Oct. 13, Philander Smith, at Marexhibition match and should not our large loss of lettermen and a Ridgeway, Charles W. Williamson,
title with an impressive 95 points.
Boyd.
third round blast to gain the shall; Oct. 20, Open; Oct. 27, Vas
V.
a
Jamesena
Miss
and
jr.,
have competed. "Just like putting rugged schedule. Success will deSecond was the Queens (N. Y.)
In that frame, Beecham buck- ley, at Marshall; Nov. 3, Leland,
M.
nod.
Clinton
Dr.
included
Alumni
Golden
a
against
Archie Moore
pend on the quality of the freshTlercurettes with 36, and the Chi.
Kid's knees with a smash- at Marshall; Nov. 10, Texas,
the
and
led
Ind.,
Indianapolis,
of
Marsh,
"and
Glover," the fans moan,
men. We are certain to miss Clacago Comets were third with 33
the Rev. James Reese, of Camden, ing right to the jaw, the hardest (homecoming) at Marshall and
what interest will the younger '
1-3.
Nov. 17, Open.
blow of the fight.
Ala.
women have if they are forced to
CAPTURES 100 METERS
go up against Miss Gibson. Now
Miss Faggs ran the 200 in
that she has broken the color barin
100
the
captured
0:24.2. She
rier, let her stay in her own comha011.7 and carried the anchor
FOOTBALL ALREADY is fornia Polytechnical college and pany. She has had her day in the
ton behind Lucinda Williams, Wil crowding other sports. The Chica- is ho will be heard from in the
A.T.A. which 'couldn't bar her.'
la Rudolph and Isabel Daniels go Bears will take on the world near future. He joins Bob Watkins,
of us think she could have
Most
1
in the 400. The winning time was pro champions, the Cleveland the former Ohio State university
graciously declined any invitation
Ind.,
Gary,
0:47.1.
the
Smith,
Browns, in Soldier Field on Fri. star; Earl
part."
ATLANTA, Ga. — The Thirty -1
Earlier on Saturday, another day night, Sept. 21, in the eleventh star who made good at the Uni- to take
Archie Moore is married ... fourth annual meeting of the South'Tennessee aggregation posted vic- annual Armed Forces Benefit versity of Iowa where he broad
N. C. — Again schedule his teams have ever had Thomas Day, Sterling Smith awl
Joe Louis has a gym but there is ern Coaches and Officials associa- GREENSBORO,
Lawrence Benjamin, tackles; Wittory in the 400. It was a team game. The Browns, before 75,000, jumped as well as played football;
of fill- to face.
the
with
requirement
faced
rumor that unless a box- tion will be held Sept. 8, 9, at
ham Fowler and Emanuel McKins
composed of Willie White, Martha defeated the College All Stars. J. C. Caroline, the former Univer- a current
GROUP
BALANCED
WELL
incoming
with
holes
gaping
er trains at Izzy Kline's Midwest Atlanta, according to an announce- ing
for the ASET In spite of the small number of nis guards; Milton Peters and
prospects
Hudson, Darlene Scott and Mar Last year, they lost to the A I 1 sity of Illinois halfback who led
freshmen,
able
be
not
ment by B. T. Harvey, secretarygym, his managers will
giaret Matthews.They turned m Stars and to the Bears in t h e the nation in college rushing in to
college Aggies in the impending expected returnees, the staff is Walter Wade, centers; Howard
get any matches for him ... treasurer.
campaign appears to be not, altogether, pessimistic. One Smith and Otis Perry, quarterequally impressive clocking of , Armed Forces Benefit game. The 1953 when as i sophomore he tofootball
President F. L. Forbes of the
Some smoke about an investigation
member explained that out of the backs; Arthur Worthy, Walter Par.
"so,
0:47.2. Both times eclipsed the. Armed Forces Benefit is sponsor- taled 1,256 yards, and J. D. Smith,
so."
just,
of boxing in Illinois. Chairman S. C. &0. A. is calling a meet- Eighteen veterans from last 18 — a good starting lineup, equal ker and Eddie Favors, halfbacks
listed record of 0:48.0 set by the ed by the Chicago Newspaper one of Bill Bell's (former Ohio
Frank Gilmer can't see anything ing of basketball coaches for orand fullbacks; Edward Nesbitt,
Illinois Women's AC in 1933.
State lineman) proteges from wrong with rthe state commission. ganization Friday, Sept. 7, at 2 year's aggregation, which placed to any fielded by the Aggies in
Publishers Association.
Allen Toon and Harold George.
winning
available.
is
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years,
race,
the
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title
second in the CIAA
Miss Faggs led off
A. and T. college
What interests the football fans North Carolina
He is a lawyer. He has served p. m., and 8 p. m., in the Morelettermen, are expect- "It's a well balanced group," One good starting 11, however,
them
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is
This
Greensboro.
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is the fact that the Browns, cocky
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over the college first year in the National
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John
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those
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Saturday, Sept. 1. From
plans to retire after the
he dropped out of
President .1. J. Dennis of the cleus, Bill Bell hopes to develop Cuthrell, Otis Hawkins and Jesse the Aggies this year. For that reagreats, dropped their first exhi- league. After
Col. Joseph Triner, judge advoTtelhourne trials. Easily the out- ,
the
in
short
while
a
played
bition game, against the San Fran- school
cate in World War II and twice S. I. A. C. is calling a meeting an outfit equal to the toughest Everett, ends; James Hamilton, son, the development of some good
standing performer of the twoThese fans Canadian league but failed to stay chairman of the Illinois Athletic of the Executive committee of
17.
to
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promising freshman material will
49ers,
cisco
day meet, her entry was the highthe season. Driscoll
largely determine the team's forCommission. We'll have more to the Conference for Saturday. Sept.
realize that Coach Paul Brown throughout
running.
34th
the
lisht of
Caroline in the defensive
tunes.
will strengthen his weak spots and has put
say about that later . . Negro 8, 10 a.m., in the Morehouse ChemIn addition to Miss Faggs a numand offense long role thus far but this may be a baseball players hurt their own istry Building Library, Room
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written
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has
time
0:06.3
third
the
Mann in the two half back spots. and South Parkway. Mays wasn't officials will be hosts to the visitAggies have ever had.
equalled since Claire Isicsom, LIU, prior to their game with the Phila- the Cardinals didn't get agoing
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and
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athletic
Banks
ing
any
outfielder.
and
coaches
directors
The big and immediate probmighty
looked
delphia Eagles,
first turned the trick in 1938.
again Halas' men. The Jackson- couldn't play the infield, etc. un- of the 17 members of the -8IAC Bunky Matthews, head football reer. The Wildcats 1956 Schedule lem for the Greensboro outfit is
Hales,
George"
"Papa
to
good
MARK
JUMP
SETS
ville game was marred when Bill til his hearers drifted away . . . as well as certified and proba- coach at Bethune-Cookman col- is as follows:
preparation for the big intersecMargaret Matthews, Tennessee owner, and Paddy Driscoll, head
puts out the crySept. 22, South Carolina State, tional fracas against the strong
t945,
since
lege
both
Elands,
George
and
George
the
one
officials,
of
group
was
he
tionary
Maybe
over
State, set a new American citizens' coach in their 31 to 7 victory
of the Bears, tangled with "Night who held the game up 35 minutes The institutions of the Confer- ing towel as he and Athletic Di- There; Sept. 29, Florida Normal, Central State college outfit to be
record in the broad jump with a the Chicago Cardinals in Jack- Train" Lane in front of the Bears
this year while making some de- ence are: Alabama A & M, Ala- rector Harold B. Whitehurst dis- Home; Oct. 6, Morris Brown, played in the Greensboro stadium
night,
Saturday
on
Fla.,
gara p of 19 feet, four inches. She sonville,
Florida mends before they would take the bama State, Allen, Benedict, Be. cuss the nine games of the 1956 Home: Oct. 13, Benedict, There; on Saturday evening, Sept. 15. The
from
Willie
Lee,
bench.
ISIliested a former high set by Nan- Aug. 1..
Oct. 20, Florida A and M, Jack- Aggies will have just 13-working
starting tackle for field. And if we are anywhere thune-Cookman, Clark, Fisk, Fla. Wildcat schedule.
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cy Phillips, Phillipsburg, N. J.,
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mamake
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Titskegee•s Mildred McDaniel ing is Perry Jeter, fleet-footed
schedule, and it offers the 17, Allen, There; Nov. 22, Kentuc- we get by that one, we might be
ship
squad.
TusS.
Brown,
Morris
State,
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attitude
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wrong—and
jors.
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name
a
made
who
captured the high jump by Ohioan
toughest competition of any foot- ky State (Homecoming) Itome, better than we expect."
kegee, and Xavier.
are attiring Al- he is too old to change.
clearing five feet, four inches. self while playing IntbaU at Cali- TENNIS FANS

Fayetteville
Faces A Tough
Grid Schedule

irate Outlook
ot Too Bright

Mae Faggs aces ennessee
To Second Straight AAU Title

B
ishop Tigers
Launch Season
At Knoxville

Knoxville Gets
Wagon

Gavilan Wins Bout

New Bear Players

SIAC Coaches
And Officials
Meet Sept. 7

Aggie Prospects Are Not Too Good
And Not Too Bad_; Look To Freshies

Coach Matthews Moans
About Wildcat Slate

IA

TRI-STATE ORS

Medical Council Formed
For Better Child Care

air SAT„ SEPT. 1, 1916
erlo• '

NEW YORK — Seventeen emi- Seattle; Dr. Lee Forrest Hill,
nent physicians, leaders in pedia- chief of pediatrics, aymond Blank
tric medicine, announced today the Memorial Hospital for Children,
Des Moines. Iowa- Dr. Charles D.
formation of the National council
May, professor and head of the
on infant and child care, inc.
department tit pediatrics, State
The members of the Council, University of Iowa, Iowa City; Dr,
which is independent and no n. Herbert C. Miller professor of ped.
profit, are associated with more lathes and chairman of the dethan a dozen medical schools and partment, University of Kansas;
children's centers throughout the Dr. Edward L. Pratt, professor
country.
and chairman of the department
Dr. Allan M. Butler, professor of pediatrics, University of Texas
of pediatrics of the Harvard Med- Southwestern Medical School, Dalical School, and chief of the Chil- las; Dr. Frederiek C Robbins, prodren's Medical Service of the Mas- fessor of pediatrics, Western Resachussets General hospital, Bos- serve University and director, de.
ton, will serve as president of the partment of pediatrics and conCouncil. Dr. Butler explained that tagious diseases, City hospital,
hte NCICC has been formed for Cleveland;
the purpose of providing medical
Dr. Milton J. E. Senn, professor
counsel in the utilization of mass
and chairman of the department
media of communications.
of pediatrics, Yale University
Dr. Butler said the program of Child Study Center: Dr.
Edward
the NCICC includes an informa- Shaw, chief of pediatrics,
S a n
tion service for persons writing on Francisco Children
s hospital and
medical subjects for newspapers, Dr. Joseph Stokes.
professor and
radio, television and popular mag- chairman of
the department of poazines. The NCICC will inaugurate diatrics,
University of Pennsylvanawards /or outstanding contribu- ia, and
chief of pediatrics, Philations to public understanding of delphia
Children's Hospital,
matters pertaining to the health
and welfare of infants and children.
Dr. Butler announced that an
NCICC code for Advertising had
ea
been adopted to "encourage truthful, informative promotion of pro- 1
ducts that are important to child .I
health." The code will be available I
to manufacturers of medical and
Meat production during the res
nutritional products to assist them
in conducting their promotion mainder of the year, says the U.
along lines that would provide fac- S. Department of Agriculture, will
ual information to the public and be smaller than in the same perwould encourage the patients's iod last year, but
the year's total
trust and confidence in his physi- will
set a new high. Production
cian.
of beef and pork in the first half
Dr. Butler also described the of the year was at very high IcyNCICC Editorial Guide, which he els.
said had been prepared to promote
USDA's analysis of food produeaccurate public understanding of tion prospects shows
that cattle
developments in the field of pedia- slaughter in the last
half of this
tries.
year will be as large or larger
Dr. Margaret Lyman,former re- than in the last half of
1955, ansearch fellow of the U. S. Public cording to Leo W. Smith of
the
Health Service at the State Uni- Department's Food Distribution
versity of Iowa, Department of Pe- Division.
diatrics, has been appointed educational director and will devote
I full time to this function. The
NCICC is supported by financial
grants from interested business
organizations.
Some members of the NCICC include the following physicians.
RECORDS FOR EVERYONE
Dr. Robert A. Aldrich, professor
306 Poplar at Lauderdale
and executive officer of the dePhone JA 5-6348
partment of pediatrics, University
of Washington School of Medicine,
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Ileadini And Writin' Will Maki
Its TV Debut On WKNO This Fall
• A bird, a cup, a hand, a girl,' sis of the course, says the teacher, Miss Ruth Knowlton.
a dish, a fish —
• These are the first tools for I
teaching half a thousand Memphians to read when WICs:0, the educational TV station, beam
"Reading and Writing" live this
fall to its listening audience. This
is the first course in basic adult
reading and writing to be offered
in any city, anywhere, to its citizens.
• Based on methods perfected by
Dr. Frank Laubach, world literary expert, the course is divided
into 30 lessons, three times a week,
each running for 30 minutes.
35 CENTERS
A total of 35 reading centers
have been set up throughout the ,
city with 15 people each who will
watch the TV monitor together
with the help of a trained volunteer observer. Countless others will
watch at home.
Reading centers are also necessary to establish statistics for the
national board of education, other
educational situations throughtout
the country. and other cities which
may wish to raise their level of
citizenry.
TO SET MARK? — Don NewAt the December vacation. after comhe is looking forward to scorIJO lessons, those taking the course ing 25 victories for the Brooks and
will be able to read fluently the in command a fat pay check for
1,600 most used words in the Eng- the 1957 season. The speed ball
twirling master currently enjoying
ksh language.
Using known objects pictured his best season in the majors is
on the television screen to intro- favored to make both dreams a
duce the unknown word is the ba- reality.

Six words by sound and eight
words by sight, and 14 sentences
combining these will be mastered
the first half hour lesson.
METHODS USED
This incorporates all the methods considered good in teaching
reading phonetics, sight and sentence reading, with emphasis on
sound, Miss Knowlton said.
Miss Sarah Cuthin, of Dr. Laubach's staff, spent several weeks sed11111111wwess..-_
in Memphis preparing the visuals for the course. She was former- *writ
ly art instructor at Davidson college, Davidson, N. C.
Only four lessons will be required for teaching all the consonant
sounds, 20 for vowels and dipthMAKING THE H from the
ongs. Seven lessons will be dehand and making the A from
voted to review.
an apple are part of t h e
A reading acceleration course
"Reading and Writing" methis planned for January.

1937 Tuskegee Class
Sets April Reunion
TUSKEGEE INSTITUTE, Ala.—
Dr. Electa Dingus Green, of Birmingham, spent several days at
Tuskegee Institute this week working in behalf of the 20th reunion
of the 1937 class.
Members of the class will assemble at Tuskegee in April for
the celebration during Founder's
day and the annual meeting of the
Board of Trustees.

Popular, Rock-and-Roll
RYTHM AND BLUES •
Both Speeds,45 and 78

BOB NEAL'S
Record Shop
Open Each Day 10:00 a.m.To 9:00 p.m.

50 South Main Street
( Next To Warner Theatre)
Phone JA. 5-3156
ods through which around 500
Memphians will be taught to
read fluently the 1,600 nsost
used words in the English Ian-

Roberts Ties Homer Record

guage as the system debuts on
WK.NO this fall. Miss R. U t h
Knowlton, seen right, is teacher for the 30-lesson course.

STARTS
SUNDAY

IfADAIsy

Correction

COLUMBUS, Ohio — (INS) — to stay in the see-saw slugfest.
Roberts is the fifth International
Second baseman Curt Roberts of
In Milkyway on Aug. 11 a listColumbus tied an International 1 leaguer to hit four homers in a
ing
of the Plentiful Foods for Auleague record last night by clout- h game since 1895. Russell (Buzz)
ing four homeruns in the seven- ! Arlett of Baltimore performed the gust through a misprint carried
inning first game of a double- 1 feat twice during the 1932 season. beer where beef should have been
listed. Even if beer was plentiful,
header with Havana.
ATHLETICS COMPLETE DEAL and were sure it is, the U. S.
The Jets won, 10 to 7.
KANSAS CITY —(INS) — The Department of Agriculture would
Roberts, former Pittsburgh in- Kansas
City Athletics announced hardly be recommending it. We
fielder, hit his homers in the first, Monday
completion of a working hope nobody missed the good beef
second, fourth and sixth innings. agreement with the
Montgomery, buys, especially to get beer.
Two came with a man on base, i Ala., club of the
Southern Asso1
and the fourth put the Jets ahead ciatisn •
'III hill'Iliii!lIlt!!111111 II 111111ill 11111111111111111111iilIltlit
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THE ONLY

NO OTHER

..v.WILUAM DEMAREST • WILLIAM GARGAN • PETER VAN EYCK MINOR WATSON

COOLER IN

COOLER

PLUS EXTRA ADDED ATTRACTION!!!

AMERICA

COMES EVEN

WITH THIS

CLOSE

AMAZING

IN VALUE

EVAPORATOR

AND

IMPROVEMENT

PERFORMANCE

1

dritt.
Restaurants and Drive-Ins—It's Here—NEW GIANT SIZE "IDEAL" BEVERAGE COOLER
8-Ft. ---45 Case Capacity - Why buy two cases when one will do the job?

COME IN AND SEE IT AT...

Universal-International Featurette
Coming WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY!
Robert

WAGNER

LIT REFRIGERATION CO.

Southeast Corner Main and Vance

Universal International presents
11E1

Jeffrey
HUNTER

Virginia
LEITH

"A KISS BEFORE DYING"
Phone JA.7-8445
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()Stork Stops
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Halliburton,
Fisk Registrar,
Dies Suddenly

TRI-STATE DEFENDER
SAT„ SEPT. 1, 1956 10

1Tableware
'Turning

n'•-• ,

-Cecil D.
NASHVILLE, Tenn
Halliburton. 55. registrar and director of admissions' at Fisk university, collapsed on the campus
Thursday and died an hour later
' in Hubbaid hospital.

Yellow

NEW YORK — Tableuare is goling the way of all the kichen apipliances — it's turning yellow.
••i; ! The yellow trend so strongly is
evidence at this year's New York
AUGUST,18, 1956
son, to Mr. and Mrs. Charles daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Joe
and Atlantic City housewares •
was attributed to a heart
Death
Fleming, of 197 Goodlue.
Charles Anthony Sanders. a son, Washington, of 994 S. Driver.
shows has had its influence on the
be
A son. to Mr. and Mrs. Eddie attack. Funeral services will
Mary Catherine Lewis, a daugh
to Mr. and Mrs. Henry Sanders,
makers of dishes, servers, etc. the
ter, to Mr. and Mrs Fred Lewis. L. Porter, of 1923 Kellner Circle. held this week.
of 3008 Tillman Cove.
result is much use of different
' Randy Perry Martin, a sun, to
Stanley Starks, a son, to Mr. of 232 Pauline.
shades of yellow which promise a
Before coming to Fisk in 1953,
,
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Geru S. Martin, of Halliburton was for three years.
and Mrs. Joe W. Starks, of 940
gaylooking table for family eat•"
2425 Devoy.
Willie Frazier, of 1540 Sunset.
Worner.
ing this fall.
president of Voorhees school and
in line for the tasty refreshderdale County High school.
Charles Edward Grove, a son, AUGUST 24, 1956
Mary Louise Fitzgerald, a
For instance, one of the smart- .
junior college in Denmark. S. C. TEACHERS AT PARTY — An
ments sersed reflected t h e
Vern Gail Harris, a daughter, He previously was associated with
Riple), Tern., recent's. Smiles
enjoyable affair was held for
est casual living type dinnerware
daughter, to Mr and Mrs. Robert to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Grove, of
had.
time
thes
wonderful
on the faces of those waiting
i to Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Harris, St. Augustine's college, Raleigh,
old and new teachers at Lao.
1425 N. McNeil.
10 Horace.
,sets displayed at the eighth anE. Fitzgerald
.
1
Herman Powell jr a son. to Mr. Ira K. Addison, jr., a son, to of 599 Wells.
'nual national china, glass and potN. C. for 20 years.
i
Andre Thomas, a son. to Mr.
_
I ter'', show was in bright gold.
and Mrs. Herman Powell. of 1601 Mr. and Mrs Ira K. Addison.
At St. Augustine's he served as
and Mrs. Eddie J. Thomas, of 45
The gold plates were striped with
Brookins.
of 1880 Carver.
of social science, acaprofessor
W. lay.
"
white bands, of irregular width 4
Ardrette Denise Johnson, a AUGUST 21, 1956
demic dean and assistant to the
Rudolph Edward Chaffer, jr.. a
and slightly off center in location. "
Andrew
Mrs.
daughter. to Mr. and
president.
Joan Williams, a daughter, to. son, to Mr. dud Mrs. Rudolph E.
The cup and saucer combinations •••1"
Johnson of 2307 Hunter.
Mr. and Mrs Joe N. Williams, of; Chaffer. of 1233 Vollentine.
The registrar received his eduthat go with these plates featium •:;.;
Jimmy Rose, a son, to Mr. and
university
Lincoln
at
Getwell.
(Pa.),
4654
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. David cation
gold saucers and gold cups which v..
Mrs. George E. Rose. of 682 PenISO
the University of Pittsburgh and
Maurice Veazey, a son, to Mr. Boyd, of 1761 Marble.
are white inside.
.0e
dleton.
the New York School of Social
and Mrs. Henry L. Veazey, of 868
to
a
Mr
White
Louis
son
III
was
fa.
yellow
another
Mustard
to
daughter,
a
Debris Phillips,
LeMoyne Mall.
i and Mrs. Louis White, of 948 Kan- . Work.
vorite, shown in tableware with a 7..4
Mr. and Mrs. William Phillips, of
Clyde Jones, a son. to Mr. and 1 sas
pattern of White daisies with dark
Weakley.
Mrs. Coy L. Jones, of 1444 May. i Cynthia Diane Taylor, a daugh- Faye Moore was guest speaker.
brown centers.
A son. to Mr. and Mrs. Isaac
daughter. ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Jarvis D. Mrs. Moore used as her subject.
d ll Delois
Y.
Lemon yellow made a stainless
Vaught, of 462 Flynn.
to Mr. and Mrs. Rutitious Gary, Taylor, of 1764 Hunter.
"What Progress Should Mean To
steel serving platter look more
Debra Jean Gray. a daughter. of 229 Cambridge.
A Christian Home". Rev, B. F.
liveable and less austere. The polto Mr. and Mrs. Richard L. Gray
Gail Diane Richardson. a daughHarris is pastor.
ished steel was left uncolored at
of 773 Hastings.
• ••
Richthe rim as trimming.
Edward Earl Farmer, a son, to ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Climmie
of 1422 Sunset.
Mr. and Mrs. George Ralph WilYellow also was used as an ae.
Mr. and Mrs. Hezekiah Farmer, ardson,
to
a
son,
spent a recent Sunday in
Bryant,
Lavell
liams,
Keith
ner piates themselves were off
Row.
of 3658 Nancy
Laconia, Tenn., visiting Mr. and
white speckled lightly with brown
Denise Hampton. a daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Bryant. of
Mrs. Anderson Wiley, the parents
and featured a green and brown
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Hamp- 410 S. Lauderdale.
of Mrs. Williams.
acorn spray. Saucers matched the
James Trotter, a son, to Mr.
ton, of 22511 Eldridge.
• ••
plates. but cups, creamer and sugClarence James Dunlap, a son, and Mrs. Jimmie Trotter, of U9
arer were yellow with brown specMr. and Mrs. Milton Robinson
to Mr. r.:,(1 Mrs. Jessie C. Dun- Goodloe.
and daughter, Angela, were the
kles to add extra color to the
Pearl Ann Joyce, a daughter, to
lap, of 1753 Gibson rd.
week end guests of Mr. and Mrs.'
table.
Patricia Ann Frazier, a daugh- Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Joyce, of
Lawrence Smith. of Martin, Tenn.
3198
Grand.
Turquoise, last season's big taL.
Johnnie
ter, to Mr. and Mrs.
They were in Martin in observLorita Tate, a daughter, to Mr.
bleware color, is still important.
Frazier. of 852 LeMoyne Mall.
ance of the Annual homecoming
One dainty set matched pale tut*
Robert Earl Alexander, a son, and Mrs. Edmond C. Tate, of 2770
Activities.
quoise plates, complete with pink
to Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Alex- Select.
Clarence Murray, of Chicago,
Ethel Marie Graves, a (laugh floral sprays, with a three tiered,
ander, of 183 Commerce.
Coon- was a recent guest of his brother,
Lauderdale
former
few
A
Triangle; Mrs. Theodore Searand
Edward
to
Mr.
ter,
Mrs.
matching candy dish.
I.eft to right are: Miss in Ann
a
NEW TEACIIERS — Enjoying
Torrence.
Johnnie Marie
tians have made an early arrival I Rev. Ross George Murray. and his
cy, Palmer Turner and T. colTurquoise was used to very
Brent, Durhamville; unidentirefreshments here are several
daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. John Graves, of 2282 Park.
in sisters, M r s. Magnolia Johnson
are not
teachers
and
friends
new
relatives
Halls
Other
join
ry.
to
teacher.
son,'
cc
Jr..
Moore,
a
Lewis
modern and colorful effect
fied
home
Laudersmart,
Wilbert
the
in
new
teachers
Carpenter.
501
of
W. Torrence,
x
celebration. and Mrs. Ora Bowers.
seen.
in a set of glasses which featured
triangle; Miss Daniels, Halls
County school system.
dale
Debra Green, a daughter. to Mr. to Mr. and Mrs. Wilbert L. Moore, the annual Labor Day
•••
Relatives and friends journey
broad, bright vertical turquoise
glikd Mrs. James E. Green, of 205 of 55 Wisconsin,
celebrate the
of Detroit, was ,
to
Carter
states
many
Chester
from
son,
a
Louis
Loverson.
Freddie
were insufficient grounds for a re- stripes.
gar no.
Day. which ' a guest of Lauderdale High school
Dwight Ashley Malone, a son, to Mr. and Mrs. Matthew Lover- annual Homecoming
view of the case sought by the
observed at Ripley, Tenn., on ' chapel services Tuesday of last
is
of
1128
son,
Alley.
Swans
of
Malone,
G.
A.
Mrs.
RULE WINS J. C. TOURNEY
and
to Mr.
NAACP.
•oeek. He is a 1947 graduate of L.
Brenda Lee Harris, a daugh- Labor Day.
FARGO, N. D. —(INS) — Jack
1369 Raymond.
Imposed
The $100,000 fine was
ter, to Mr. and Mrs Wade MarRobert Green, of Detroit, has H. S. and was an outstanding
Rule of Waterloo, Iowa. is the 1956
AUGUST 19, 1956 Jones
by
Judge
NAACP
the
on
department,
motored here and brought h i s member of the music
Junior Golf
Lee Dericit Watson, a son, to ris, of 237 N. Dunlap.
on July 30 because the association winner of the Jaycee
winning state honors in the NIA
tournament.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Watson, Larry Davis Love, a son, to buggy and one of his five horses to
declined to turn over to the AlaMr. and Mrs. David Love, of 1200 enter the Annual Labor Day Pa- Quartet.
pule shot a three-under-par 89
of 488 Pontotoc.
•• •
bama Attorney General its memand
born
was
rd.
Mr.
Green
rade.
Brookfield
to defeat Jack Nicklaus, Column.
AUGUST 20. 1.956
orderas
state
that
in
list
bership
I
Emma Graham is visiting 1
Michael Jones, a son, to Mr.! Rickey Johnson, a son, to Mr. reared in Lauderdale County; I Mrs.
demand for bus, Ohio, by two strokes in an
Mrs. Julia Sang- ' MONTGOMERY, Ala. — In a One of the petitions sets forth ed by the court. The
daughter,
her
Detroit
Mrs.
David
and
in
been
has
of
Johnson,
Marhe
646
however
and Mrs. Fred Jones, of 854
trial of 18 hole playoff at Fargo.
during
made
was
list
the
association's
the
.since 1919, and he has returned ster in St. Louis, Mo Accompany- last ditch stand to save the life in more detail
Ayers.
Janne.
the
whether
determine
suit
to
a
of
to attend the Labor Day celebra- big her is Mrs. Pearl Davis who . of the NAACP in the State of Ala- contention that the judgement
Cheryl Ravone Walker, a daugh- AUGUST 22. 1956
was "illegally doing against NAACP members and oth.
association
was
the
beyond
court
the
lower
n
a
d
this
relatives
barna,
attorneys
mg
association
Evelyn Yvonne Rhodes. a claugh- lion and take part in the parade also is N'isil
ter, to Mr. and Mrs Marvin Walk.
Alabama."
era in the state who support de!week filed two petitions with the jurisdiction of that court and there- business in
ter, to Mi. and Mrs. 1Villie M. for more than 20 years. Mr. Green friends.
el.. of 1644 Hanauer.
•••
affadavit filed with the segregation and civil rights.
void.
and
an
fore
null
In
asking
Court
Supreme
Alabama
had three horses to burn to death
Sharon Denise Guy, a daughter, Rhodes, of 544t2 Boston.
in Alabama
The New Reedy Creek Baptist for a review of recent ruling by The other document requests a circuit court on July 30, Roy Wil- "The atmosphere
Crystal Diane Alexander, a in Detroit, Mich. but he has bought
to Mr. and Mrs. Major Guy, of
of kins, NAACP executive secretary, and the incidents that have taken
and
reconsideration
rehearing
B.
Walter
Judge
Court
Circuit
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McLemoreville
of
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daughter. to Mr. and Mrs. Floyd five other horses that he uses in
362 Driver.
which found the NAACP an NAACP petition rejected by the said the association could not sub- place there," Wilkins declared.
his work and pleasure. J. L. Hud- marked another milestone of prog- Jones
such that we feet me,.
Sharon Denise Julius. a daugh- Alexander, of 811 Hilton.
of a historical guilty of contempt of court and State Supreme Court on Aug. 13. mit the names and addresses of "have been
Robert Lucas Brown, a son, to son, one of the largest department ress in the life
ter. to Mr. and Mrs. Oscar L. Julcc- On that date the high court said its members in Alabama because ally compelled to protect our mettt•
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Mr. And Mrs. Robert S. Brown stores in downtown Detroit, used
ius. of 1079!N. Dunlap.
in a unanimous ruling that there of economic pressures and threats bers at whatever cost."
tion was taken on Aug. 20.
two of his horses to a wagon for of Rev. E. D. Johnson, the proud
Grady Wayne Howell, a son. to of 902 LeMoyne Mall.
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ter. to Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Y.
This move was not without
Mr. and Mrs. James E. Sesley, choir Haywood county which deed.
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and tears but they thank
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much
broadcasts each Sunday in RipDeborah Jean Trigg, a daugh- of 2719 Supreme.
for guidance.
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to
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A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Luther Icy
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Trigg,
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rat Baptist church, Trevant, TenW. Watkins: of 1320 Brown.
of 842 Lavon.
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Seymore
Sadie
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A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. nessee Aug. 19 to attend the beLarry Darnell Washington, a
Mays, prire
W.
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late
the
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of
proginning of a series of youth
Readus Smith, of 2051 Hubert.
cipal of Palmer Turner school, has
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Gregory Louis Rogers, a son, to grams for the year.
resigned and accepted a teaching
of
Mr. and Mrs. William Rogers,
The program consisted of ora- position at Dunn school, Memphis.
1065 N. Dunlap.
tions and musical numbers from We regret losing Mrs Mays. Her
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the visiting churches and friends. cooperative spirit and pleasing
TOASTERS _ LAMPS
Johnnie Hue King. a son, to Mr. Nathaniel Hurt, is president of
personality 'will he Lauderdale
and Mrs. T. H. King, of 2069 Kan- the local youth organization, liescounty's loss and Shelby county's
VACUUM CLEANERS
sas.
ter Mae Hillsman secretary, Rev, gain.
Nadine Shelton, a daughter, to E. G. Carroll, pastor.
•••
FANS - PERCOLATORS
• ••
Mr. and Mrs. Laydell Shelton. of
hlunford. the wife
Daisy
Mrs.
1205 Keel.
The NFA District four advisors'of Will Munford, had a minor
I A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Walter met in Brownsville to perfect
stroke last week and she is n o w
L. Martin, of 413 N. Third.
plans for annual NFA camp held at in the hospital and seems to be
Mrs.
A daughter, to Mr. and
Dr. 1'. 0. Fuller State Park, Aug. ver much improved as reported
Alexander Wilson, of 2522 Carnes, 30-Sept. 2. The meeting proved to
at the time this goes to press.
John Wesley Minnis. jr., a son, be very helpful and the serving
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Watkins,
to Mr. and Mrs. John W. Minnis, satisfying. A special sandwich "as
Mr. and Mrs. G R. Williams, Mr
ALSO—
under
room
of 949 McDowell.
prepared in the lunch
and Mrs. L. 0. Gillespie were
REBUILT VACUUM $
Trent L. Glover. a son, to Mr. the general supervision of Miss
guests at a three-way birthday
and Mrs. John Glover, of 2106 Cas- Ruby Reed that appeased the apCLEANERS
party in honor of C W. Clement,
tex.
petite of all advisors,
James Stewart, and Otis Sangster
,
Old Crow 100 Proof Bo7tiftct Kentucky
• ••
Audrey Patricia Parker, a
at the beautiful home of Mr. SangI
ttraight Bourbon 11'h i.!kay'vs:dal* as 10144i
daughter, Oscar Tepore Parker, The LCNTA heard a very in- I
ster, Brownsville, Tenn., Friday
jr. a son (twins) to Mr. and Mrs. teresting report of the ATA givAug. 24. This was a fine
evening,
Oscar T. Parker, of 235 S. Fourth, en by Miss G. 0. Nelson in the
affair with food, games and fun
son,
a
Anderson,
Tyrone
Anthony
Lauderdale High school cafeteria galore, on the beautiful lawn and
to Mr. and Mrs. Robert C. Ander- recently. This report was followpatio where this elaborate affair
760 Union - JA. 7-2631 son. of 2840 Nathan.
ed by greetings from the president was held. Some of the out-of-town
to
son,
a
Washington,
Kenneth
2268 Park Ave. - 33-8507
of the association, L. 0. Gillespie guests included Mr. and Mrs. RobMr. and Mrs. Joseph Washington,
Free Parking
Open Nisthts
The meeting was climaxed with ert S. Lions of Jackson, Tenn.,
of 1001 Delmar.
a social in honor of the new Mr. and Mrs. Baskervile, HumJacqueline Anita Fleming, a teachers of the' county. I c e
NINIMINII.111111r
boldt, Tenn. May they have many
cream and cokes were served by more birthdays and such similar
the social committee.
affairs.
•• •
Miss Eddie Sue Halliburton of
Woman's Day was observed the Cleveland, Ohio is here visiting
third Sunday in July at Miles friends and relatives. May she
Chapel CME church. Mrs. Anna have a happy and pleasant stay.
Madam Pell that you all know who stayed
at the Mississippi State line for years is
back on her own place to stay.
Are you Dissatisfied with Marriage? Have
you lost faith in your life or sweetheart?
If any of these are your problems, come let
MADAM BELL advise you at once. She reads life to you just
as she would read an open book. She gives you your lucky
dates and months. Tells you why your job or business is not a
success. She will tell you friends and encmies a n d will)call
names. If you have failed in the rest come see MADAM BELL
at once.
LOCATED on her own place on highway 51 North, 6 miles
north of Millington, Tennessee on the way to Covington, Tennessee, next door to Colony Night Club otherwise known as
Turf Club. Two blockc below the other reader. 5 Greyhound
buses pass daily to and from Memphis. Ask your bus driver to
put you off at Madam Bell's place. You can take the Millington
bus and get off at the post office in Millington and get a cab and
tell them to drive you to Madam Bell's place. Show your cab
WASHINGTON,D. C.
driver the address.
JAMES CROW SHIPS A BARREL OF ITHISEET TO
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
From dustinguihed
• SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
The pioneer Kentuckii diAtilIrr took great dr•light in receiving orders
OPEN EVENINGS TIL 9 P.M.
made.
men Oi his day who considered Crow's tchiskcy the
a m to A p m Reading daily. Open on Sundays
IT
I don't make an home calls or answer any letters.

LAUDERDALE:
RIPLEY
County
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NAACP Still Fighting
1006 Fine In Alabama
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ENJOY THE WHISKEY
OF FAMOUS MEN!
"The Greatest Name -in BotirbonY—the- histbric favortte
of America's most celebrated men—now available in a mild 'r,
highly popular 90Proof bottling!

IRONS REPAIRED

NOW IN A MILDER
HIGHLY POPULAR
90 PROOF BOTTLING
•

Kentucky Straight
Bourbon Whiskey
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APPLIANCES, INC.

MADAM BELL
Earth

The Greatest Palmist on

GRAPE
CARS — TRUCKS
ALL MAKES -- MODELS

AS LOW AS $50 DOWN

KNIGHT MOTOR COMPANY
2854 Park Avenue

finest

6 7-8332 — Phone — 62-0243

BE SURE TO LOOK FOR THE RIGHT SIGN
ANU THE RIGHT NAME

CORPORATION, FRANKFORT, CT.
OLD CROW' DISTILLERY COMPANY, DIVISION OF NATIONAL DIS I IMPS PRODUCTS
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DOWN on the FARM

It t t

Forrest City And Madison Briefs
By LOUVENIA J. CLARK

September is here!
E. B. Todd of Little Rock.
FACTS ABOUT LAYING HENS
year. The second being less prof- per hen over the cost of feed.
The Forrest City Civic League,
And with it comes cooler weaHens don't spend as many days itable urges the producer to find
When other expenses are deductof which Mr. Turner was presicollege
young
.se)
and
(we
1
ther
on the farms nowadays as they a market for these birds after ed he still would have a reasondent, presented them with a sit
students returning to school, after
did a decade ago.
they finish their first year of pro- able amount of profit. Four or five
ver tray and pitcher. The Sempei
•
By TOMMY PARKER
The question might jump in duction. If a hen lays 216 eggs the hundred hens would add some exS
a summer of fun in the sun.
Fidelis club honored Mrs. Turner,
.•
someone's mind — why? Is it be- first year chances are she will tra income for a farm family
Miss Flora Mae Cobb will soon who was vice-president, with a
Wonder High playground was neral Home with bung in M.:
cause of fast living? Why I have fall below this number the next around and near the vicinity of
re:urn to Creighton college in Ne- handkerchief shower at the home closed Friday, Aug. 17, but the Zion cemetery at ClutrItie, Ark. •
seen lights burning in hen houses' year. This would amount to 18 Memphis, Tenn. where the marbraska; Misses Vhaness Whitaker, of Mrs. Robert Smith, president. memory lingers on. Mrs. Millie Mr. Jones, who was 39, die& Aug.
all night. They can't live long. dozen eggs. If one could figure ket for high quality eggs is in
Arletha Bohanan, Pearletha Steg- They received many beautiful Steele, directress, and F 1 oy d 10 at the Crittenden Memorial hosWhat time do they sleep? The big on producing a dozen of eggs on great demand.
all, Brooxine Battles to A. M. and gifts from other friends.
Boyce, director, wish to give spe- pital.
thing that counts is how many five pounds of feed at a price of The farmer who goes to town
• •
N. college along with Lemuel Pitts,
cial thanks to Mrs. Taylor for
The Men's Day drive at the new
eggs she lays in 365 days.
about 25 cents and marketed these' at least mice per week can do
J. C. Starks, jr., and Bobbie StewMrs. Guide Allen was pleasant- helping them to get started with St. Paul Missionary B a p tis t
Records support the statement eggs for 50 cents per dozen he! alright retailing eggs.
art; Misses Nellie and Apolis Ed- ly surprised with a birthday par- their art and craft classes. Thanks church, of 326 S. 8th st., was a
•
that bens lay more eggs the first, would have a difference of ;4.50
HOT WEATHER PAUSE
, Seems as though after each monds to Rust college, Miss.; Miss ty at the home of her parents, also to Coach Underwood and ev- successful one. The total was Si,.
The temperature is high, 90 de- dance the Seven Up Platter Party Cornelia Williams to Shorter col- Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Wilburn, last eryone who has given them a help- 227.50. Rev. J. W. Fairman is pasgrees and above. This means un- draws more and more teenagers. lege, and Clifford Cobb to Ken- week. It was a very enjoyable af- ing hand in their endeavors.
tor; Mrs. V. Banks, secretary and
fair, with the honoree receiving The employes of Orgill Brothers Mrs. S. L. Kilgore, church reportless birds are properly cared for Starting out with a very few it has tucky State college.
•••
, many lovely gifts.
egg production will drop. Plenty moved up to about 800 and is,
and co. of Memphis gave their er.
•*•
Let's look back on August, apemployes a picnic Saturday, Aug. Mrs. Rosie Ridgley, of S. 9th
of fresh water, feed, shade and steadily growing with every one
parently a month of anniversaries, Our hearty congrats go to Mr. 11 at Martin stadium. Everyone St., left for Chicago to visit her
ventilation are necessary.
having a whing-ding of a time.
birthdays
and marriages.
and Mrs. Roosevelt Edmonds, new- had a wonderful time.
daughter, Mrs. Pecola Armstrong.
Every effort should be exercisSome of those 800 were Johny
Mr. and Mrs. Luther McGill, of Mrs. Ridgley is a member of St.
Salem Baptist church honored lyweds. The bride is the former
ed to keep birds as comfortable Vaughan, Allred Davis, Charles
as possible. If the roof of the Pay, Arthur Fisher, Albert Wil- its pastor, Rev. W. A. Owens with 'Miss Dorothy Chatman, instructor 1 780 N. Montgomery kt., Memphis, Paul MB church on S. 8th st.
house is metal, painting it with liams, Robert Harper, Earnestine his eighth anniversary service, at Lincoln Hi. Also to Mr. and attended their brother-in-law's fu
white paint will help reflect the Harper, Willie Reesser, Claudia Sunday afternoon, Rev. R. B. Mrs. Leon Nelson. The bride is neral, Johnnie Bohama, Sunday,
heat and this will make it some Farmer, Nakomis Jackson, Car- , Bland introduced Rev. H. H. Har- the former Miss Laverne Wilder Aug. 19 at the Security Funeral
Home in West Memphis. The Mccooler for those laying hens.
ole Hooks, Francene Hurst, Jewel per, pastor of St. Matthew Baptist of Wilmot.
•••
Gills also were Sunday guests of
Remember farmer, when those Brown, Bonnie Bates, Emma Fos- church, Memphis, who delivered
The ACE League of St. Luke their aunt, Mrs. Mattie Taylor, of
MUSING:
Husbands, incidentally, have no hens pause too long, cull them. ter, Peter Moore, Earnest Holli- a beautiful message. Music was
210 N. 14th st., accompanied by a
man, Cleophas Jones.
rendered by the St. Matthew choir. AME church sponsored a lovely
Sometimes we try to negate the monopoly on unreasonableness.
friend, Harris Broadnax, of 353
tea
Sunday
at
the
'home
of
Mrs.
Rev. and Mrs. Owens were pleasOssie Smith, Marvin and Melvin
pressure of fear by associating Sometimes a wife will cling jelEzzie Jackson. Miss Elizabeth Fri- Leath st., Memphis. Mrs. McGill
Walker, James Norfleet, Maxine antly surprised Monday night with
either actually or in fantasy with ously to her concept of the "pererson
is president, Mrs. Clarence is the operator of the McGill's
fect housekeeper" as one who
Polk, Joseph Jones, Ellis Confer, a reception given by the Junior
important successful people. By so
Smith,
directress. Miss Frierson Beauty shop and Mr. McGill opwould never dream of letting a
Eddie Uelso.n, Joyce Rayner, Jua- choir at the home of Mr. and
and
Gloria Clark (our daughter) erates 'McGill's Barber shop on
surrounding ourselves with the male intrude on her domain. She
An inquest into the death of a nita Bridges, and the Andre Wil- Mrs. Joseph Suggs. In on the fix- just returned
aura of prestige, we feel safer be- labors to maintain this at the cost
from Little Rock, Mississippi blvd.
, bystander who was fatallyh iiams Fan club. While there I talk- ings were M.sses Bernice Kirkwhere
cause the rejection we fear, seem- of wearing herself down to a splinthey
served
as delegates The beautiful lawn of Mrs. Ger- Althea Gibson, the first Negro
ed to Crystal Si rung and Lesley land, Judy and Opal Scott, Doroless likely to occur so long as ter. Fear of failing as a man is Monday morning when the gun- Ronson. They recently returned to thy White and Willie Kirkland, to the Annual Sunday School Con- i(rude Walker, of 806 Thompson to win international fame as
man missed his intended victim,
lave. was an inviting spot for those tennis star, has been named as
vention.
we have powerful friends. This almost certain to disturb the hus- is
scheduled to be held today at the city from their vacations. Mrs. Virgil Cook and Mrs. Suggs.
attending the tea given by Mrs. one of six winners of the Bethel
•••
path to "security is however, lin- band whose wife is outstandingly
Crystal from Buffalo, N. Y. and
4504 So. State St.
Guests present were Mr. and
Walker Sunday afternoon of the 'AME church Who's Who awards.
ed with pitfalls. There will come successful. Only t h e strongest,
We
take
on
a
solemn
tone
to
Miss.
Greenwood,
from
Robert Waddy, 46, of 5813 So. Lesley
Mrs. Elporter Gamble, Mrs. Walk- express
last
week.
-a time when we must make a de- most confident male can retain
our
The selections were announced
deepest
sympathy to
LaSalle st., will face a coroner's STAG SOCIAL CLUB
er Fleming, Mr. and Mrs. Albert
cision at the reality level, when his equanimity when his wife earns
Entering into the society world Stewart, Mrs. Albert Kirkland and the family of the late Theodore Mrs. Lena McGowan and chil- by Dr. Richard Allen Hildebrand,
jury on a charge of shooting to
dren, Frank, jr, and Lena McGow- minister of Bethel church who
we must face our problems. ilezel more than he does or enjoys more death 30
-year-old John Smith of is the Stag social club which re- her aunt, who is visiting from Buckley, whose funeral services
fantasy fails, and we are left ill- prominence. You will do well to
1228 Augusta blvd
cently has been established. The Memphis, Mrs. Minnie Elliott and were held at the First Baptist an of Memphis, were guests Sun- is also president of the Manhattan
equipped and unarmored. . .Be- admit a few of your shortcomings
church. He is survived by his sis- day in West Memphis at the home Division of the Protestant CounEnglewood police said Waddy, a club was founded for the purpose
ware.
(surely you have at least one).'laborer at International Harvester, of making out of young boys and daughter, Joyce, Barbara Forrest ter, Mrs. Hattie Witherspoon, niece of Mr. and Mrs. Buck McGowan. cil of New York City,
Dear Carlotta:
especially when hubby is around. intended to shoot Larnie Caruth- girls "Better Citizens For A Bet- and your scribe. The pastor and Mrs. Louise Young and her small Mr. and Mrs. James Tate, of The awards will be presented
his lovely wife were showered
daughter, and a host or other 211 S. 10th st., are the proud par- next Friday evening (Aug. 31)
I have a good position, and make In marriage, as in everything else ers', 32. of 5843 So. LaSalle st., ter World."
with many beautiful and useful relatives
ents of twin boys, Earl and Evern aboard the Hudson Belle during
snore than my husband. He is nice. in life, there is no such thing as during an argument over baseball,
and friends.
The club is now looking for new gifts
both occasions.
Tate.
The Tales have two other the church-sponsored Who's Who
hut he seems very unhappy. I , perfect reason, justice, or relation- in a tavern at 5842 So. Wentworth members. Any one wishing to join
Goodbye
for
now
•*•
children.
Moonlight Cruise.
really feel that he is unhappy be- ship. The goal. if you are sensible. a v-e.
can do so by getting in touch with
Mrs. Helen Green and Mrs. L.
cause I am more successful. It is the compromise that brings the ' Police said Waddy pulled out the secretary of the club. NokoI The First Aid club held its meet- "As a symbol of faith, hope
seems to me as long as both ends greatest happiness to your hus- a .38 caliber revolver and shot mis Jackson, who is down to the L. Cunningham of Gary, Ind. spers
ing Aug. 19. The next one is seller!. and courage, and as an inspiration
are meeting. he should be content- band and yourself.
at Caruthers. The shot missed YMCA every Thursday night. The a very enjoyable week end with
tiled for the home of Dossie Lee to millions of youths in tile Ilared. Why are husbands so unreasWell-advised humility has saved Caruthers, a houseman at Sinai' president of the club is Rozelle their aunt, Mrs. Emma Vaughn.
,1 Mitchell, of 126 S. 12th st,
lems of America," the Rev. 'hid
Also visitin,g ihe Vaughns recently
onable? Mable.
the marriage of many a success- Temple, and struck Smith between Hughes.
- brand write Miss Gibson, "i
Mrs.
Bernice
Navy
men
Taylor,
of
2312
who
served
a
boar
d
oas Mrs. Mamie Johnson (a sis- • .
Dear Stable:
ful woman. Try this.
the eyes, killing him instantly.
' A N Re: WILLIAMS FAN CLUB
snips on the Great Lakes during Jackson, has returned from her our pray er that these accomplisiiter) of Chicago.
vacation visiting friends. Mrs. Tay- ments, in victory and defeat, will
The Andre Williams Fan club
• ••
the Korean War will be getting
lor says she had a wonderful time serve to enhance the nation's growwas organized July 18. AndreWilJames Beard. of Fort Lauder- back pay.
liams and the Don Juans is a qinvisiting friends in Philadelphia. ing appreciation for human dig•
nity and character."
The Navy has announced that
quintet are: Andre Williams, leadH dale, Fla , is visiting with his sisMr. and Mrs. Austin Moore. of
quintet are: Andre Williams, lead- , et's, Mesdames Mary Cob age some 845,000 will be sent to the '400 N. 10th st., are parents of a
er; Geno GeJvarnetti, first tenor; I and Carolyn Jones.
former Navy men and paid di- !baby girl born Aug. 12 at their
•••
redly to those still in the service. home. Her name is Sandra Moore. New Political Director
Stevie Gason, second tenor Rob-!
ert Calhoun, baritone; and James' The A. V. Turners left Tuesday - pay
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Mitchell, of
an
WASHINGTON — (INS)—Demomonth
for Los Angeles and here to wish
Johnson, tenor.
126 S. 12th st., gave a party on cratic National Committee ChairI
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bon voyage, along w 1 t h
The club was organized for the
Aug. 16. Refreshments were serv- man Paul M. Butler has named
for shipboard assignments.
purpose of entertaining teenagers their many friends were Mrs.
ed. Everyone had an enjoyable Samuel C. Brightman of Bethesda.
Turner's
father,
Robert
Fairchild,
and to prove that teenagers can
Md., to succeed Clayton E. Frittime.
pr e v e nt juvenile delinquency, her aunt, Mrs. Tommie Fairchild An average of 13 months is re- Services for Walter (B u d d y) chey as director of public affairs.
F
of.
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members
quired to bring domestic sugar Jones, of 311 S. 8th st., were held Fritchey is now serving as
There Are now 176
press
cane to maturity.
the club. The officers are PresiSunday morning at Security Fu- secretary to Adlai Stevenson.
dent, Smaella Dortch, vice presi- l
5arlean Wright, secretary, Francyne Hurst, treasurer, C a r ol e
Hooks, business manager, Toretta
White, assistant secretary, Mildred
Rayner.
Anyone interested in joining
please notify the president at
JAckson 74176, the secretary at
JAckson 5-8070, or the treasurer
at JAckson 6-6794.
THE CANE COLE
Dick (Cane) Cole, a very well
known disc jockey. is getting v ery
popular with the teenagers. Right
now there is talk about organizing
a Cane Cole Fan Club. He comes
on over station WLOK from 3
o'clock in the afternoon to 6:30.
Dick is a member of the Negro
Junior Chamber of Commerce,
and is also a member of the Triria• ,/,
ple A Social club. He is vocalist
in the Al Jackson band. He is
0..- ... .,`
advisor of the Andre Williams Fan,
QUA/4TV
. - .,.:,:eClub and spins the platters down .
.t
,
tubs-type
4.00-16
at the Y. He has been broadcast'pis, ft.* twit • AO
$
lir { 1
/
ing since 1934 and has been doing
'I
k'
TIRES
i
'
retreciacrti• • •
•er
. a great job.
I
I
' THE ZEPHYRS
4 6•1;;+ -13
7.,o - IS I 74S' 7.60.iS
The Zephyr Social club gave
74'•
a dance last Thursday night at •
the Flamingo room. The dance
V
provided entertainment to a very
large number of teenagers. Some
of those there %s ere Elaine Moore.
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Harrison, Patricia Walker.
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Arvis Latting, JoAnn M a y o.
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0.40 04.4.0.-...- ••• -e, 1-1110.
George Brown. Bertha Hooks.
Green View Memoricil Gardens is different. When completed, it will be an outstanding shrine of re,
Peggy Cox, Josie Baldridge. T.
ligious art and culture, wherein the talents of the sculptor, architect, engineer and horticulturist have
—
+En. 4.•,...
.••• A.,...
R. Mathis, Dorothy Stiles. Mickey
Seals Punctures Permanently?
1.......
combined
their skill to present to the colored citizens of Memphis and surrounding area a developet
t
Daily, Thomas and E m m
Suggs, Gerald Holmes, Barbara
ubeless
ment of outstanding civic interest and pride.
Wade, Greti,i Whittaker. A nnic
s• , 1
,
The hallowed grounds of Green View Memorial Gardens will become a noble resting-place for the de-4
Daniel and many others.
Pearl
TRADI-iN
--'7AS MtiCri
.4
1HE
WEEK
OF
i
LOVERS
parted, and a permanent delight to the living. Protected with an irrevocable endowed care fund
3,1tre
ALLOVi'A.ri:f ON
ar,.:..'N,.
AS
! Donald Perry and Maxine Mcrangement, its beauty in the years to come will be protected without any burden to the community.
NYLON-PWS 1../Ff-S•Vifld
Cain, Fit.V.4h strong and Dorothy
'
Tres 2 et 4—sc., *at- r:ti ,t0eir'
Seaborn, Thomas Suggs and Bev•
Although a corporation, priYately and independently owned, Green View Memorial Gardens is affiliated
I
i er 1 y Coleman, Archie Bankstun
with and enjoys the benefits of an experienced cemetery operator who has had years of working
fo.94.7.1
and Pearlie Holt, Square Padre
32-PAGE SAFETY
knowledge
in this type of Gardens. As a result of this affiliation, Green View Memorial Gardens has
jJ\JUL/
and Earnestine Davis, Kenneth
—...••••. A
PICTURE BOOK AND
-46•0
!_.P•g,
disposal
at
the finest expert assistance in landscaping and engineering, so that when completed it
its
Carolyn
Cole and Jean Wiggins,
McCain and Charles Lewis, T. R.
I
SAFE DRIVER LEAGUE REFLECTORL. SAFE DRIVES
will be recognized by the citizens of this community as an outstanding masterpiece
in cemetery deMathis and Josie Baldridge and
•••-* `e-.."-T-••••••••• n
velopment.
Perkins.
;,,,••••
"P"d
go,SrierAinf's
Well friends and neighbors this
We are developing the entire project into a series of beautiful gardens, featuring religious
0.1
0411 D.4•
•••
OCITP. 9.4 ge.r4r4
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This Memorial, the impressive figure of Christ,
will be used in the "first garden" now under development.
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suits and bring out the pens, pencils and notebooks.
My column, vacation notes will
end until next Summer and I wiq
start writing Booker T. Washini!,i
, ton News .1 :, ain It has been Ink
of fin writing about the teenagers
and I hope !hat .\-0,1 11.1% I. hi.ei
much fun reading as I have had
writing
., B don't go away because I 1,
be right here banging with tlo
school news So Vacation Note told me to tell all of you so Ion.,
until next Summer when I L C
C N U.

Bury Hog

Victim
SALEM, Ind. —(INS) — Fu
neral arrangements were made
today for William W. Durbin, 75.
who was injured fatally by a malr
hog at his farm near Paoli Satur
day.

At its completion, Green View Memorial Gardens will become a place of outstanding
public interest
operated on a self-supporting, irrevocable, endowed care trust fund plan. Lot owners CANNOT BE
ASSESSED FOR OPERATION, CARE AND MAINTENANCE EXPENSES THROUGHOUT THE
YEARS TO
COME.
The first garden in which the memorial of Christ is used is already under construction.
other gardens are in the making.

General offices:
Room 212
M & M Building
Memphis, Tennessee

Plans for the

Location:
Green View 12Property
miles South of
Memorial Gardens Memphis on
Independently Owned

U. S. Highway 51

TRUST FUNDS - ENDOWED CARE - MAINTENANCE - MANAGEMENT
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